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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report describes a generic Model 51 steam generator (SG) assessment for limited.
tube support plate (TSP) displacements in a postulated main steamline break (SLB)
event. Since the location of the flow restrictor in the steamline may differ between
plants with Model 51 SGs, analyses are performed for a SLB downstream of the flow
restrictor (small break) and a SLB upstream of the flow restrictor (large break). A
guillotine break of the steamline is assumed for both break locations. It is assumed that
the SGs evaluated have TSP corrosion as demonstrated by the presence of some denting
at TSP intersections. TSP corrosion, but not denting, is the basis for the pull force tests
used to determine the axial forces required on the TSP to cause displacement. The
results are applied. to develop the appropriate technical basis for performing tube
integrity assessments and/or developing alternate repair criteria (ARCs) for indications
at TSP intersections.

Load conditions that could potentially displace the plates vertically relative to the tubes
are steamline break, feedline break, and, seismic. Of the pipe break events, steamline
break is more limiting. As far as seismic loads are concerned, the tube bundle in-plane
(lateral) response can result in significant plate loads, and have been considered. in
separate evaluations. Vertical plate motions d.ue to seismic loads, however, are small,
and when compared to motions &om pipe break events, are negligible. Thus, evaluation
of SLB loads represents a bounding analysis for pipe break events, and also satisfies the
requirement to consider the combined effects of pipe break plus seismic loads.

"Test results for the forces required to displace a TSP with a packed crevice, based on
data obtained for tube/TSP intersections removed from a retired SG, are compared with

"-" the calculated. SLB force per tube acting to displace the TSP relative to the tube.
Results of leak tests for the packed tube to TSP crevice condition are used to assess the
potential for leakage from throughwall cracks in packed crevices. The pressure drop
loads acting on the TSP in a SLB event are obtained using the RELAP5 Code
equilibrium model with independent analyses using the TKUGU0 Code supporting the
magnitude of the pressure drops. TSP pressure drops for a SLB at hot standby
conditions are found. to be more limiting than a SLB at hot fullpower conditions. A
conservative factor on the TSP pressure drops is applied to account for uncertainties
based on analyses assessing the sensitivity of the loads to analysis uncertainties. The
hydraulic loads are used in dynamic finite element analyses of the TSPs and supporting
structures for both steamline break locations to determine the forces per intersection
acting to displace the TSP as a distribution across the TSP and for all TSP elevations.

Section 2 provides the summary and conclusions of the report. Background information
on Model 51 SG design features is given in Section 3. The results of axial pull force
tests for TSP displacement and leakage tests for packed tube/TSP crevices are given in
Section 4. Development of the SLB TSF pressure drops is covered. in Sections 5 to 7
describing the thermal hydraulic modeling, TKQK'LOanalysis results and RELAP5
analysis results for SLB loads, Structural modeling for TSP displacement analyses and,
results of SLB TSP displacement analyses are described in Sections 8 and 9. The tube to
TSP contact forces resulting from packed crevices with TSP corrosion prevent ~
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displacement of the TSP during accident conditions and electively "lock" the tubes to the
TSP. Changes in operating conditions between cold shutdown and fullpower operation
result in the largest temperature di6'erences between the tubes and the tube support
structures. These temperature ef'fects on tube to TSP loads and stresses in the TSPs
and support structures are evaluated in Section 10. Stress analyses in Section 10 are
partially completed at this time and a revision to this report willbe issued upon
completion of the stress analyses. Section 11 utilizes the results from prior sections of
the report to develop the technical basis for tube integrity assessments for Model 51 SGs
with dented and/or packed TSP crevices.

~."dccdpynshweap5c~l.RES, Septembee 18, 1998 1-2



2.0 SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

This report describes the results of work performed to assess the potential for TSP
displacement in a SLB event for Model SGs with dented or packed crevices with TSP
corrosion. The results are applied to define the technical basis (i.e., with or without the
presence of TSPs in a SLB event) for tube integrity assessments and development of
alternate repair criteria for indications at TSP intersections. This report is a generic
assessment for Model 51 SGs. To accommodate plant differences in the location of the
Qow restrictor in the steamline, analyses are performed for a SLB downstream of the
Qow restrictor (small break) and a SLB upstream of the Qow restrictor (large break).

2.1 Overall Conclusions

Based on the test and. analysis results given in this report, the following overall
conclusions are developed:

1) Tube integrity analyses should be based upon:

Only the crack length extending outside the TSP contributes to the potential for
tube burst since the TSPs do not displace relative to the tube under accident
conditions.

Only the throughwall crack length outside the TSP contributes to potential SLB
leakage due to the leakage restriction Rom the packed crevices for throughwall
cracks inside the TSP.

For SGs following chemical cleaning, the throughwall crack length within 0.1
inch of the edge of the TSP and the length outside the TSP contribute to
potential SLB leakage due to cleaning of the edges of the crevice during chemical
cleaning.

'or TSP integrity in support of the TSP preventing tube rupture and limiting
leakage, it is only necessary to demonstrate that there is not a loss of a section of
the TSP surrounding the indication. Limitingcracking of the TSP ligament at the
tube indication is acceptable provided the cracking does not permit loss of a TSP
section.

'or application of this methodology, some denting presence in the SG can be used
as the basis for the TSP corrosion necessary for packed crevices to develop high
forces resisting SLB displacement and to result in negligible leakage.

Acceptable TSP integrity conditions for preventing burst and limiting leakage by
precluding the loss of a TSP section are: One TSP thru-thickness crack at a tube
indication location is acceptable and, two or more cracks in the TSP are acceptable
ifthe adjacent tube or tubes have only one crack.

2) Future development of alternate repair criteria (ARCs) for cracks at packed crevices
in SGs with some degree of denting should, also utilize the same bases as described.

2-1



above for tube integrity assessments.

2.2 Summary

The following provides the summary and conclusions from this report supporting the
above overall conclusions:

go /o /o/3/g4,
Pull force tests were performed on tube/TS intersections removed. from the retired.
Dampierre-1 SGs to determine the axial for required to displace the TSP with
packed, but not dented, TSP crevices. The r ults of these tests evaluated at hot
operating temperature conditions at the lower /o confldence level on the
measurements show that axial forces of 1635 lbs for SGs without chemical cleaning
and 824 lbs for SGs with chemical cleaning are required to displace the TSPs. The
magnitude of these pull forces are supported by measurements obtained. during
removal of tubes from SGs although these force measurements are less direct and
accurate than the Dampierre-1 results. PuQ force tests on laboratory specimens with
accelerated TSF corrosion and. some denting resulted in breakaway forces of 80 to
4200 lbs. The laboratory tests are highly accelerated whereas the field crevices are
formed and baked at temperature for long periods of time to further harden the
magnetite in the crevice.

~ Leak rate tests were also performed on the packed tube/TSP crevices removed from
the Dampierre-1 SGs. Leak rates measured for a throughwall hole drilled in the tube
at the center of the TSP, which would leak at about 90 liters/hr under free span
conditions, were < 0.1 liter/hr (0.00044 gpm) with no TSP displacement for a
reduction of about 10 on the leak rate for packed crevice conditions. The leak rates
were essentially independent of displacement for TSP displacements up to about 0.16
inch and remained less than 1.0 liter/hr at these displacements. Chemical cleaning of
the packed crevices resulted in cleaning of the crevices for about 80 mils from each
edge of the TSP but had negligible effect on SLB leak rates. Similarly, laboratory
tests on throughwall fatigue cracks followed by TSP corrosion with some small
denting resulted in essentially no leakage at SLB conditions.

To accommodate differences in the steamline flow restrictor location between plants
with Model 51 SGs, hydraulic loads for the pressure drops across the TSPs in a SLB
event were performed for steamline breaks both upstream and downstream of the
flow restrictor. The TSP pressure drops used for structural analyses are based on
RELAP5 analyses using the equilibrium model of the code. Analyses performed with
the non-equilibrium RELAP5 model result in occasional large pressure spikes which
are considered to be artifacts of the numerical solution and the equilibrium model
represents the best RELAP5 methodology for calculating SLB TSP pressure drops, As
would be expected, the break upstream of the flow restrictor results in higher TSP
pressure drops than the break downstream of the flow restrictor. TSP pressure drops
for a SLB at hot standby conditions are found to be more limiting than a SLB at full
power conditions. To conservatively allow for potential uncertainties in the hydraulic
load analyses, a factor of 1.5 is applied to the calculated TSP pressure drops as a
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bounding factor developed &om sensitivity of the loads to uncertainties in the
hydraulic analyses. It is shown that the TSPs would not displace in a SLB for either
break location.

Dynamic structural analyses to determine the forces acting to displace the TSPs in a
SLB were determined using a detailed finitelement model of the SG including the
TSPs and TSP support conditions. Analyses were performed for the break
downstream of the Qow'estrictor (small break) and upstream of the Qow limiter
urge break). The TSP axial forces are determined for various locations across the
plate for each TSP elevation. The resulting axial forces on the TSP acting to displace
the plates had maximum values of 80.9 lbs per intersection for the break downstream
of the Qow restrictor and 59.6 lbs per intersection for the break upstream of the Qow
limiter. These SLB forces on the TSPs are much smaller than the axial forces of 1635
lbs per intersection for SGs without chemical cleaning and, 824 lbs per intersection for
SGs with chemical cleaning required to displace the TSP for packed crevice
conditions. The stresses in the tubes and, the TSP support welds remain elastic in the
SLB event.

TSPs in Model 51 SGs with TSP corrosion, as indicated by the presence of some
denting in the SG, willnot displace relative to the tube in a SLB event. This
conclusion applies for a SLB either upstream or downstream of the steamline Qow
restrictor.

Structural analyses were also performed to determine the axial forces between the
tube and TSP as a result of temperature changes between fullpower operating and
cold shutdown conditions. The maximum axial forces were highly localized to near
wedge and tierod locations with maximum forces on each TSP ranging from 55 to 419
lbs. These forces remain less than the forces required to displace the TSPs with
packed. crevices and no relative tube to TSP displacement would be expected between
operating and, cold shutdown conditions. Stress analyses for the plates under the cold
to hot temperature changes are currently being completed. using detailed finit
element models in the regions adjacent to the wedges.

The TSP willmove with the tube even ifa TSP ligament between holes is cracked
provided there is not a loss of a section of the TSP surrounding the indication. A loss
of a TSP section surrounding the indication could permit burst of the indication.
Therefore, acceptable TSP integrity conditions for preventing burst and limiting
leakage by precluding the loss of a TSP section are: One TSP ligament, thru-
thickness crack at a tube indication location is acceptable and two or more cracks in
the TSP ligament are acceptable ifthe adjacent tube or tubes have only one crack.

sMaotygmshwcapSo'wol 2M, Septambac 4, 1098 2-8
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8.0 MODEL 51 STEAM GENERATOR DESIGN DESCRIPTION

8.1 Overall Design

Each Westinghouse Model 51 steam generator (SG) contains 8888 mill-annealed
Alloy600 U-tubes, 0.875 inch OD x 0.050 inch wall, which provide 51,500 sq. ft. of
heat transfer area per SG. Figure 8-1 shows the steam generator layout. Primary
coolant enters the hot leg channelhead and passes through the U-tubes, which
transfer heat &om the primary side to water on the secondary side, which is
converted to steam. On the secondary side, as the secondary Quid. passes through
the tube bundle, it is converted. to a water/steam mixture which passes upward
through the transition cone region of the SG shell, into the primary and secondary
moisture separators in the upper shell region. Water is separated from the steam
before the dry steam exits the SG via the steam outlet nozzle. Water removed by
the moisture separators discharges into the upper plenum in the region of the
primary moisture separators, This separated, saturated water mixes with the
feedwater coming from the feedwater nozzle and. feedwater distribution ring. The
mixed water then Qows down the annulus between the shell and the wrapper
surrounding the tube bundle region. Upon reaching the tubesheet, the water is
once again directed upward through the tube bundle.

The SG tubes pass through tube support plates (TSPs) which provide lateral
support to the tubes and. contain circulation holes through which the water/steam
passes upward through the tube bundle. During normal operation, a slight
pressure drop exists across each TSP. This pressure drop causes small
displacements of the TSPs relative to the tubes during normal operating conditions
assuming there is no significant contact between the tube and the TSP. At hot
standby conditions, there is no secondary Qow or pressure drop across the TSPs.
However, during postulated accident conditions such as steam line break (SLB),
pressure differentials across individual TSPs can act to displace unsupported
regions of the TSPs in such a manner as to uncover degradation within the TSP
crevice. However, Model 51 SGs have operated for many years, and. forces required.
to pull tubes indicate that there are significant contact forces between the tubes
and TSPs even in the absence of denting. The data trends indicate that the tubes
likely became "locked" to the TSPs at operating conditions, such that the tubes
dictate the cold and hot standby elevations for the TSPs.

8.2 Tube Support Plate Design

The Model 51 steam generators utilize 0.75 inch thick carbon steel support plates
with drilled (round) 0.891 inch diameter tube holes set on a square pitch of 1.28
inches. The tube support plates (TSP) also include Qow circulation holes measuring
0.75 inch in diameter, set on a square pitch of 1.28 inches within the tube hole
array. There are seven such plates. These plates permit Qow upward through the
tube bundle and provide lateral support for the tubes. These plates contain central
Qow slots along the tube lane to enhance Qow upward through the bundle.
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8.8 Tube Support Plate Supports

The tube support plates are supported, vertically using several support mechanisms,
including tierods/spacers, wedges and support blocks. Detailed descriptions of the
support components are provided in Section 8,8. Details of the wedges and support
block interfaces are shown in Figure 8-2, with the support locations for the plates
shown in Figures 8-3 and. 8-8.

8.4 Secondary System Considerations

The steam generator secondary side consists of a natural circulation loop with
feedwater inlets and a steam outlet. For the fullpower operation, the steam
generator water level is typically maintained at 44% of the narrow range taps,
which is 506" above the top of the tubesheet. For hot standby, the normal water

'evelis at 83% range, or 490.5"„above the tubesheet. Some minor variations of
these water elevations may exist between speciflc plants. These cMerences
between plants are small, and the generic Model 51 SLB hydraulic loads of this
report include adequate allowances for uncertainties to accommodate the modest
differences between nominal water levels.

The feedwater from the feedwater nozzle mixes with the separated. water from the
moisture separators, This takes place in the upper water reservoir. 'The mixed
water Qows down the downcomer annulus, which is separated from the tube bundle
by the wrapper. The downcomer flow enters the tube bundle through the wrapper
opening above the tubesheet. As the Quid approaches the Grat tube support plate,
axial Qow becomes dominant. Boiling takes place and the Qow moves upward.

The upward Qow moves through the tube bundle, and then enters the primary
separators. A large portion of the water is separated. by the primary separators
and returned to the water reservoir. The steam with the remaining entrained
moisture then enters the secondary separators. This entrained moisture is trapped
by a system of hook and pocket vanes and returned to the water reservoir. The
steam then leaves the steam generator through the steam outlet nozzle.

The model 51 steam generators employ flow restrictors at the output of the steam
generator to limit the steam blowdown rate Rom the generators in the event, of a
main steam line rupture. The design criterion for the restrictors is to limitQow to
reduce the probability of fuel cladding damage. Some Model 51 SGs utilize a
venturi type Qow limiter in the steam outlet nozzle while other plants have the
flow limiter located in the steam piping just outside of the SG and within
containment. The venturi flow area at the throat is less than that of the steam line
Qow, therefore, the critical discharge Qow is controlled by the Qow limiter throat
area when a guillotine steam line break is postulated. The SLB thermal hydraulic
loads of this report apply to pipe breaks on the downstream as well as the
upstream side of the Qow limiter when the limiter is located in the steam piping.

3-2
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Figure 3-1. Model 51 Steam Generator Layout
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4.0 APPAL PULL FORCE TESTS FOR TSP DISPLACEMENTAND LEAKAGE
TESTS VGTH DENTED OR PACKED TSP INTERSECTIONS

4.1 General Considerations

This section describes axial force measurements to displace a tube relative to the TSP
for both dented and non-dented TSP intersections. Leak rate test results for packed

, crevices are also described. The available database includes laboratory pull force and
leak rate measurements, forces required to pull tubes from operating SGs for tube pull
conditions that include only the breakaway force &om TSP intersections in the force
measurements (i.e., tubes initiallycut above the top of the tubesheet with the
tubesheet section removed prior to the force measurement) and tube/TSP/crevice
deposit sections removed. from the French Dampierre-1 SG.

This section thus develops the force requirements for TSP displacement. These force
requirements can than be compared to the forces at TSP intersections from a
postulated SLB event that act in the direction to displace the TSP, as developed in
Section 9 and summarized. in Section 10. Ifthe forces on the TSP in a SLB event are
less than the forces required to displace the TSP for packed crevice conditions, as
developed. in this section, the TSPs would not be displaced and would not uncover
crack indications formed at operating conditions within the TSP. In this'case, the
TSP would prevent tube burst. In addition, the results of this section show that
leakage in packed tube to TSP crevices is very small even for very large crack sizes or
machined holes in the tube within the crevice. Thus, preventing TSP displacements
due to the tube to TSP contact forces at crevices packed with deposits would limitSLB
leakage to very small values as well as prevent tube burst.

The majority of the data available for pull forces and leak rates is from measurements
for non-dented TSP intersections of SG tubes. It is shown in this report that denting
at tube to TSP intersections is not required to obtain suKciently high pull forces to
prevent TSP displacements in a SLB event or to limit leak rates to negligible levels.
The limited data &om dented laboratory specimens or tube puD forces for dented
intersections show that the presence of denting results in tube pull forces at the upper
range of that found at non-dented intersections.

4.2 Laboratory Pull Force and Leakage Tests

Laboratory tests were performed to assess the effects of denting and packed crevices
on the forces required to'displace the tube relative to the TSP and to assess the effects
of denting on SLB leak rates (Reference 1). To provide large throughwaQ crack
lengths for potential leakage, the specimens were fatigue cracked. to obtain
throughwall crack lengths of 0.8 to 0.7 inch. The specimens were then dented in the
laboratory to obtain dent voltages between 0.0 and 17.4 volts. Nine specimens were
then leak tested and pull force tests were performed on seven specimens. The results
of these tests are summarized in Table 4-1. Laboratory denting is highly accelerated
to obtain signi6cant denting in the order of a few days. These specimens do not have
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the long term operation at elevated temperatures to further harden the crevice
deposits and the specimens would be expected to have lower pull forces than obtained
from field packed and dented crevices.

The results of Table 4-1 show that forces of 80 to 700 lbs (5 teats) were required to
displace the TSP for dents less than 5 volts. The highest force of 700 lbs was obtained
for a specimen with no measurable dent voltage. With dent voltages of 6 to 12 volts,
pull forces ranged from 3220 to 4200 lbs (2 teats). Thus significant denting leads to
pull forces of a couple thousand pounds per intersection while packed crevices with
insignificant or no denting would. be expected to have pull forces greater than 80
pounds and likely a few hundred pounds.

The SLB leak test results show that leak rates are approximately zero for crevices
packed by the hard magnetite resulting Rom TSP corrosion and associated tube
denting. Eight of the nine specimens had no leakage and the ninth specimen had a
negligible 0.0002 gpm leak rate. Under free span conditions, the leak rates for these
specimens would be in the gpm range with a leak rate greater than 10 gpm expected
for the 0.7 inch throughwall crack. The packed crevices prevent the crack from
opening under applied pressure differentials and the crevice deposits further represent
a tortuous leak path for any leakage through the tight cracks. For the tests
summarized in Table 4-1, the tubes were dented after the cracks were induced in the
tubes. It is possible that the denting further tightened the crack faces. However, it is
clear that the packed crevices prevented the cracks from opening to anywhere near
the large openings that these cracks would have in free span conditions. It is
therefore concluded that indications in packed crevices formed. by TSP corrosion will
not have significant leakage, independent of the 'size or throughwall length of the
crack.

4.3 Pulled Tube Force Measurements

Pulled tube force measurements can be used to estimate forces required for TSP
displacement when the tube section being pulled includes only tubing above the top of
the tubesheet. Most tube pulls are performed by cutting the tube at the desired, upper
elevation and pulling the tube through the tubesheet. This type of tube pull includes
drag on the tube due to friction within the tubesheet and the associated puQ forces
must be cautiously applied for estimating forces for TSP displacement. The pulled,
tube forces for Plant L described below were obtained, for pulling only through TSP
intersections by having the lower tube cut above the tubesheet prior to the tube pull.
The forces for Plant 6-1 include drag on the tube through the tubesheet and the pull
forces are assessed as changes in the force as the tube is pulled through a TSP
intersection.

Pl nt L Pulled Tubes

Tubes were removed from Plant L by first cutting the tube above the top of the
tubesheet, removing the tube within the tubesheet, drillinga slightly larger tubesheet-
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hole and then pulling the tube section above the tubesheet. With this method, the
initialpull force on the above tubesheet tube section represents the breakaway force
for displacing the tube relative to the TSPs. There was no detectable denting at the
TSP intersections for the puQed tubes from this unit.

The initial force to move the tube represents the breakaway force of the three TSP
intersections puQed. The measured breakaway forces for Plant L are:

R29C70: 7955 lbs breakaway, about 2650 lbs per intersection
R18C70: 4955 lbs breakaway, about 1650 lbs per intersection
R30C64: 2775 lbs breakaway, about 925 lbs per intersection

Other puQed tubes were reported to have comparable breakaway forces but
documentation is not available for confirmation.

The puQed tube breakaway forces of 925 to 2650 lbs per intersection are higher than
the laboratory test value of 700 lbs for incipient denting (Specimen FAT-6 of Table 4-
1). This result of higher forces for TSP displacements in operating SGs, even without
denting, is consistent with results &om tube sections removed Rom Dampierre-1 as
discussed in Section 4.4.

Plant -1 Pulled Tube

The standard method of removing a tube section from a SG utilizes a process to
reduce the diameter of the tube tube section within the tubesheet. Typically the
process consists of melting some of the tube material with a welding torch. In
essence, a surface bead of tube material is melted, and, upon solidification, the thermal
contraction results in a shrinkage of the diameter of the tube. The variation in the
process as applied by different vendors is in the nature of the weld, bead. Some
vendors move the torch to create a continuous bead that spirals up the tube ID, and
others employ multiple torch passes that are vertical in nature. The cut tube is then
pulled through the tubesheet using an internal gripping system. External gripping is
sometimes performed. on the portion of the tube that has been pulled into the channel
head. As the tube is pulled into the channel head, segments of the tube are cut off
and removed. These segments are generally from about 2 to 3 feet in length.

A portion of a tube was removed. Rom Plant G-1 that included aQ of the intersections
up to the top TSP. The actual sever of the tube was at the top of the top TSP. The
pull force was monitored as a function of elevation. For the first four feet of tube
motion the pull force was on the order of 9700 lbs, A step reduction in the pulling
force occurred which corresponded to the end of the tube passing through the next to
the top TSP. For the next four feet, the pull force was on the order of 6300 lbs.
Another step change in pull load was noted when the top of the section passed
through the next TSP, resulting in a load of about 4500 lbs. While the pull force
measurements include drag through the tubesheet, the drop in forces after the tube
passes through a TSP is a measure of the tube to TSP contact force even after

, significant displacement of the tube relative to the TSP during the tube pull. Thus,
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the pull fo'rce measurements imply pull forces through dented TSPs of 3400 lbs and.
1800 lbs (after > 8 feet of tube movement through the TSP). The top TSP had a dent
measured, by proGlometry of about 12 mils and smaller dents were present at the next
lower two TSPs. Very small denting was possibly present at the lower intersections.

There are a couple of points worth noting based on the available information. The
Grst is that the 9700 lb load corresponds to motion through six TSPs, or about 1600
lbs per TSP on average. The 6800 lb load corresponds to motion through Gve TSPs
after the free end, of the tube was below the largest dent. The 4500 lb load
corresponds to motion through four TSPs after the &ee end of the tube was below the
next severest dent For each of these conditions, the average load per TSP is in excess
of 1100 lbs.

The second observation is based on the step changes in the pull force. The reduction
from 9700 to 6800 lbs indicates that a pull force of up to 8000 lb could have been
associated with the '6~ TSP intersection. The next step change indicates a pull force
of up to 1800 lbs could have been associated with the 5~ intersection.

The Grst observation supports a breakaway force of about 1500 lbs per intersection for
tubes dented at the TSP intersections, and the second observation does not contradict
the supposition of 1500 lbs per intersection.

It is noted that during a tube pull the diameter of the tube elastically contracts as a
result of the application of the force. Thus, the pull force corresponds to a slightly
smaller diameter than for a pressurized tube in the SG. The rapid depressurization
during the initial milliseconds of a SLB event would. result in a slight increase in the
diameter of the tube, say one-third of a mil, which although small, could result in a
signiGcant increase in the resistance to axial motion.

It

4.4 Pull Force and Leakage Tests on Tubes Removed from Dampierre-1

Tube sections intact with a section of the TSP were removed from Dampierre-1. Thus
these assemblies include the tube, TSP and the crevice deposits, which retained the
tube in the TSP during the removal operations. The Dampierre-1 SGs are not
considered by EdF to be particularly dirty in terms of sediment or corrosion and the
crevice deposits are considered to be typical of Sos with drilled, carbon steel support
plates. The removed assemblies were used to assess leak rates through the crevice
deposits, leak rates as a function of TSP displacement relative to the tube and the
forces required to cause TSP displacement relative to the tube. In addition, these
tests were performed on some tube sections without chemical cleaning and other tube
sections after chemical cleaning of the assemblies. Thus the data also permit the
assessment of chemical cleaning on cleaning of the crevices as well as the associated.
effects on leakage and forces for TSP displacement.
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'ampierre-1 commenced operation in 1980 and the SGs were replaced in 1990. AVT
water chemistry throughout operation. Ammonia was used for pH control until 1984
(8.8<pH<9.2) and morpholine pH control after 1984 (9.1<pH<9.3).

4.4.1 Axial Forces Required. for Tube to TSP Displacement with Packed Crevices

Dampierre-1 data on the axial forces for TSP displacement are given in Table 4-2 for
specimens without chemical cleaning (References 2 and 3). Included are data for room
temperature pull force tests and for tests at 547'F. Relative tube to TSP movement
simulated by applying a tensile force to the tube. Table 4-3 includes additional
Dampierre-1 data on the axial forces required to displace a TSP with packed. crevices
with and without chemical cleaning. The table also includes data for rotation of the
tube in the TSP.

Averages of the axial force measurements for each TSP displacement are plotted
against TSP displacement in Figure 4-1. It is seen that the TSP displacement forces
are approximately independent of the TSP displacement f'rom 0.08 inch to 0.2 inch.
The horizontal lines for each group of data represent the average of all data. The
average displacement forces are 3120 lb (23 measurements with displacements
including 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.20 and 0.39 inch - 2 to 10 mm) and 2686 lb (12
measurements with displacements including 0.08, 0.20 and 0.39 inch) at room
temperature and elevated temperature without chemical cleaning. Thus increasing
the temperature to operating conditions results in about a 20% reduction in the axial
forces. As shown in later sections of this report, the forces required to displace the
TSP exceed, any loads from normal operating conditions or accident conditions,
including a SLB event, and the plates are eGectively "locked" to the tube due to the
crevice deposits.

4.4.2 Influence of Chemical Cleaning on AxialPull Forces

Based on destructive examination of the chemically cleaned specimens, it was found
that the cleaning operations removed deposits in the crevice from about 0.08 inch (2
mm) at the top and bottom edge of the TSP. Within the remainder of the crevice,
there was no visible removal of deposits. Forces for TSP displacement/rotation were
performed on tube/TSPs for separate specimens following chemical cleaning.

As shown in Figure 4-1, the average force for TSP displacement before chemical
cleaning is about 3120 lb (all data) and the average force after chemical cleaning is
about 1559 lb. Thus, chemical cleaning results in about a 50/o reduction in the axial
forces (greater than 20% reduction in deposit length within the crevice following
chemical cleaning).

Although not a prototypical loading condition, the torque required to rotate the tube in
the TSP is a measure of the tube to TSP contact conditions resulting from the packed

~ crevices. Three measurements made prior to chemical cleaning required 100, 107 and.
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114 ft-lb for an average of 107 ft-lb to rotate the tube about O'. Following chemical
cleaning, three measures required. 68, 74 and 68 ft-lb for an average of 67 ft-lb.
Although the crevice remains tight aRer chemical cleaning, the torque to rotate the
tube is reduced by about 40% compared to the 20% reduction in height of the crevice
deposits by chemical cleaning.

4.4.8 Leakage Measurements for Packed Crevices as a Function of TSP Displacement

Leakage tests were performed at room temperature following drilling of a 20 mil hole
(0.047 inch holes were used for the first two tests) through the middle of the TSP and.
through the deposits and. tube. The hole in the TSP was then plugged. such that the
leak path was from the 20 mil hole in the tube through the crevice deposits. These
tests thus simulate the effects of deposits on leak rates. Without crevice deposits, the
expected leak rate from the 20 mil hole at a pressure differential of 2500 psi would be
about 90 liters/hour (about 0.4 gpm). The drilled hole leak tests are conservative since
they provide a fixed leak rate area while cracks within a packed crevice are restricted
from opening due to the hard deposits in the crevice. As shown below, the measured
leak rates through the deposits are < 0.1 liter/hour (factor of about 10 reduction in
leak rates due to crevice deposits) until TSP displacements approach 0.2 inch or the
tube is rotated within the TSP.

The leak rate data for the drilled hole with TSP and crevice deposits are given in
Table 4-8. A total of 87 leak tests were performed, with packed crevice conditions.
The leak rates as a function of TSP displacement relative to the tube are given in
Figure 4-2 for both normal operating and SLB pressure differentials. The following
conclusions can be drawn &om these data:

~ Leak rates reduced to < 0.1 liter/hr by crevice deposits
7 specimens measured at 1450 psid and, 5 specimens measured at 2495 psid
Average leak rate for 7 tests at 1450 psid was 0.016 l/hr (7x10 gpm) with range
of 0.0 to 0.065 l/hr
Average leak rate for 5 tests at 2495 psid was 0.005 l/hr (8x10~ gpm) with range
of 0.0 to 0.080 l/hr

About factor of 10 reduction relative to 90 l/hr expected with open crevices for
drilled hole specimen

Negligible difference in leak rates between normal operating and accident condition
pressure differentials for packed crevice conditions

Negligible increase in leak rates with TSP displacements up to about 0.16"
Leak rates remain less than l l/hr except for 1 specimen at 0.16" displacement
and 2 specimens at 0.2" displacement

Reduction of 10~ compared to expected open crevice leak rate for the drilled
hole specimens

- At 0.16" and 0.20" displacements, 4 specimens tested without and 4 with
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chemical cleaning

~ Large leak rates found only after achieving an internal pressure of about 5000 psid

Thus the packed crevices limit leakage to.very small values compared to open crevice
or &ee span indications including displacements up to 0.16 inch.

The data for tube R42C59-7 includes leak rates measured, after rotation of the tube in
the TSP which, for this intersection, required a torque of 110.6 ft-lb. This rotation
followed. a displacement of 0.08 inch. It is seen that the rotation of the tube increases
leak rates more than found for axial displacement although the leak rates remain
small compared. to the 90 liters/hour expected for the 20 mil hole in free span. Similar
results are given in Table 4-10 for chemically cleaned specimens following rotation of
the tube in the TSP. While axial displacements of the tube are conceptually feasible
following changes in temperature or a SLB event, rotation of the tube within the TSP
is not a prototypic scenario.

4.4.4 Dependence of Leakage at TSPs on Chemical Cleaning

Chemical cleaning removed deposits &om about 0.08" (2 mm) at the top and. bottom
edges of the TSP. Thus the cleaning reduces the leak path through deposits for leak
tests from about 9 mm to 7 mm for the drilled hole leak rate tests. Leak rates were
measured on 10 TSP intersections (Table 4-8) following chemical cleaning of the tube,
TSP and crevice deposit sections removed from Dampierre-1. These tests included 8
specimens without TSP displacement, 4 specimens at TSP displacements between
0.12" and 0.20", and 8 specimens following rotation of the tube in the TSP.

The following conclusions can be obtained Rom the leak tests following chemical
cleaning."

'eak rates not signiEcantly affected by chemical cleaning for TSP displacements up
to 0.16"

One intersection with leak rate of 1.6 liter/hr without displacement is higher
than the 0.1 l/hr without chemical cleaning
Leak rates for chemically cleaned specimens following displacements up to 0.16"
are bounded by specimens without chemical cleaning

At TSP displacements of 0.2", two chemically cleaned specimens out of four tested.
had leak rates exceeding the 80 1/hr test measurement limitwhich compares to one
of four without chemical cleaning

Displacement of 0.2" results in only about 0.08" leak path through crevice
deposits following chemical cleaning

It is concluded that the leak rates for zero displacement up to about 0.16 inch
displacement are very small (~ 0.1 liter/hr without chemical cleaning and up to 1.6
1/hr with chemical cleaning) for displacements up to 0.16 inch except for one specimen
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(R6C94-8) which had a leak rate exceeding the measurable limitof,about 30 liter/hr
(0.13 gpm) at 0.16 inch displacement. Thus the packed crevices limit leakage to very
small values, with or without chemical cleaning, compared to open crevice or &ee span
indications including displacements up to 0.16 inch. Chemical cleaning had little
inQuence on the leak rates until TSP displacements of about 0.2 inch are obtained. At
0.2 inch displacements, the leak path from the hole to the end of the deposits is only
about 80 mils since the chemical cleaning removed about 80 mils of deposits at the
edge of the TSP.

4.4.5 Dampierre-1 Removed Tube/TSP Tube Examination

Two tube/TSP intersections removed. from Dampierre-1 were destructively examined
by Westinghouse. A third tube/TSP assembly was retained as an archive specimen.
One tube assembly was destructively examined without chemical cleaning and the
second tube was chemically cleaned to assess the eGects of cleaning on the deposits in
the tube to TSP crevice. Both tubes were metallographically examined to assess the
morphology and density of the deposit-packed crevice.

The TSP crevice assemblies were cut into five axial metallographic specimens
representing crevice cross sections at 60'ntervals (Reference 4). Figures 4-3 and 4-4
show a micrograph montage of one section through the deposits. Support plate
corrosion can be clearly seen but no tube corrosion could be detected. Deposits in the
TSP crevice consisted mainly of iron oxide, magnetite (FeFe~0$ and maghemite
(Fe~0$ . The iron oxides near the support plate were primarily a result of TSP
corrosion as suggested by irregular surface of the TSP. No suggestion of tube denting
was found by any'he examinations. There was considerable variation in radial and
axial deposit density (porosity or voids). The porosity was lower at tube and, TSP
surfaces than in the middle of the crevice. No ODSCC was found on these tubes
although other tubes from the SG have been found with significant indications.

Chemical cleaning was very effective in removing deposits Rom the free span regions
and the Bee span regions were essentially free of deposits. The dense crevice deposit
prevented ef'fective removal of deposits within the crevice. Deposits removed Rom
about 30 mils at each edge of the TSP (5 to 10% of TSP length). Figure 4-5 shows the
crevice deposits &om a tube that was not chemically cleaned. It is seen that the
crevice is packed with very short lengths at the top and bottom of the TSP hole
chamfer that are not completely filled with deposits. Figure 4-6 shows a similar cross
section following chemical cleaning. It is seen that the cleaning removed deposits at
the top and bottom chamfer on the TSP but did not significantly penetrate into the
crevice. Chemical cleaning tests were also performed on mockup specimens with
mechanically packed crevices. The cleaning of the mockups was partially successful,
most likely due to their relatively loose packing compared to the Dampierre crevice
deposits.
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4.5 Conclusions

The results of the Dampierre-1 tests on axial forces to displace the TSP relative to the
tube for non-dented tubes removed from a replaced SG are summarized in Table 4-4.
Included in the table are the mean or average forces, standard deviation and lower
90% confidence values. For application to TSP displacement analyses, the average
values are appropriate due to the large. number of tubes involved. However, for
conservatism in the assessments, the lower 90% confidence values are compared with
the SLB TSP loads in Section 11.

The test results described above lead. to the following conclusions:

An average force of 3120 lb per TSP intersection is required to displace a tube
relative to the TSP for non-dented intersections with packed crevices at room
temperature with an average value of 2686 at operating temperature. The average
forces at temperature are about 15% lower than the forces at room temperature. At
the lower 90% confidence limiton the measurements, the forces required to displace
the TSP are 2106 lb at room temperature and 1635 lb at operating temperature.

~ Forces required for TSP displacement are approximately independent of
displacement for displacements up to the 0.39 inch maximum measured
displacement.

The forces required, for TSP displacement are only moderately reduced. (about 50%)
by chemical cleaning. Following chemical cleaning, the average and lower 90%
forces at room temperature are 1559 lb and 1041 lb with corresponding values of
about 1342 lb and 824 lb at operating temperature.

'acked crevices reduce leakage to negligible levels (< 0.1 liter/hr or < 0.00044 gpm),
even for a large throughwall hole.

'eak rates for packed crevices are essentially independent of TSP displacements for
displacements up to 0.16 inch.

'esults show no significant eQect of chemical cleaning on removing crevice deposits
that restrict leakage - leak rates not significantly adfected by chemical cleaning.

Results for tubes removed with the TSP &om an operating SG show larger pull
forces for TSP displacement than found for laboratory specimens with highly
accelerated. TSP corrosion.
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Table 4-2. D:unyierre-1 Removed TubesflSB Axial Farces RequuM to Displace
Tube Relative to the TSP (No Chemical Cleaning)

Tests at Room Texnp. Tests at 547'F
TSP

DisplacenMnt
inch (nun)

0.08 (2 mm)

0.12 (3 mm)

0.16 (4 mm)

Tube to
TSP
Disp.

Direction

Top

Bottom

Bottom

Bottom

Bottom

TSP
Na

2460, 1310

2640, 3470

3103

4496, 2181

2568, 3822,
4839

Average
Fona
lg

3102

Foroe
lb,

3260, 8664

1800, 2070

Average
Force

lb,

2700

0.20 (5 mm)

0.39 (10 mm)

Top

Bottom

Top

2644, 2600

2823, 3093,
8192

2922, 3754,
4137

3453, 3759

3363, 3111

3145

3421

3192, 8664

1619, 2360

2922, 3777

1641, 2270

2709

2658

Overall Aven@e bee 3120 2686
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Table 4-3. Dampierxe-1 Removed Tubes/TSI. Leak Rate Test Results far DrilleclHole in Tube with
Tube+ TSP+ Crevice Deposits

A-1

Chemically
Cleaned

AxialPull Force
Applied

D 1-in. Fora-ib

O'ube Rotation
Applied Torque

S-ib

Leak Path
Length-irL

1450 psid 2495 psid

0.030

Leak Rate-1/hr at RT. hP for
Large Leak-

id

4930

B-1

R40C60-7

R40C69-7

R41C60-7

R39C69-7

R41C61-7

R41C69-7

R42C69-7

R42C60-7

R42C61-7

$6C94-8
1

0.08", not reported

0.08", not reported

0.08", not reported

0.08", 3103 lb.

0.12" 2181 lb.

0.16" 2663 lb.

0.20", 2922 lb.

0.12", 4496 lb.

0.16", 3822 lb.

0.20", 3764 lb.

0. 16", 4S39 lb.

0.20" 4137 lb.

0.20", 3192 lb.

:110.6 ft-lb

0.36<'>

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.28

0.28

0.28

0.28

0.28

0.24

0.20

0.16

0.36

0.24

0.20

0.16

0.36

0.20

0.16

0.16

0.016

0.007

-0
-0
-0

0.040

0.60

0.60

0.476

0.13

0.024

-0
-0

- 0.001

0.016

0.071

- 0.001

46.0

-0

0.007

-0
-0
-0

0.660

1.10

0.96

0.346

0.33

- 0.001

- 0.001

0.106

0.018

-0
High

7207

7424

3074

6946
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Table 4-3. Damyierxe-1 Rernaved TubesPISP. Leak Rate Test Results for Drilled Hoile in Tube with
Tube+ TSP+ Crevice Deyosits

Chemically
Cleaned

Axial Pull Force
Applied

Dis 1-in Force-lb

54 Tube Rotation
Applied Torque

R-lb

Leak Path
Length-in.

Leak Rate-l/hr at RT.

1460 psid 2495 psid

hP for
Large Leak-

id

RGC93-8 0.16", 1686 lb. 0.20 High High

R40C69-1

R42C66-1

R42C67-1

R40C64-1

R40C65-1

R41C65-1

R40C66-1

R40C67-1

R41C66-1

R41C67-1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.12", 1674 lb.

0.16", 1012 lb.

0 20 s 1259 1b

0.16", 2023 lb.

0.20", 1371 lb.

0.16", 1799 lb.

0.20", 1057 lb.

0.16", 2091 lb.

0.20", 1844 lb.

73.8 ft-lb

62.7 ft-lb

62.7 ft-lb

0.28

0.28

0.28

0.28

0.28

0.28

0.16

0.12

0.08

0.12

0.08

0.12

0.08

0.12

0.08

«0

0.054

-0
0.056

0.014

19.6

0.009

-0
> 30

0.010

0.026

-0
»0

0.008

High

-0

-0
0.052

0.012

High

0.008

0.009

High

0.005

0.042

-0
0.006

0.005

High

7656

6670

6380

Average fane w/o chemical deaning = 3290 Ib

Average fane with chemical deaning = 1559 lb

Notes: 1. Drilled hole in tube was 47 mils for first two tests and 20 mils for remaining tests.
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Table 4-4. Damyierre-1: Scuumaxy ofAxialForces Required to Dici~aoe Tube
Relative to the TSP

Value Without Chemical Cleaning

Operating
Temp.

With Chemical Cle uung

Operating
Temp

Mean Force - lbr

No. Data Points

Standard Deviation - lb<

Lower 90% Confidence

Lower 95% Confidence

Minimum Measured

Maximum Measured

3120

23

792

2106

1813

1310

4496

2686

12

821

1635

1331

1619

3770

1559

405

1041

891

"1012

2091

1342o>

405
'24

674

Notes:
1. Operating temperature pull forces not measured following chemical cleaning. Values

based on applying 0.86 ratio ofoperating to room temperature obtained kom tests
without chemical cleaning and assuming same standard deveiation as room
temperature results.
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TubeiTsp Axial Pull Force vs. Displacement
Dampierre-1 Removed Tubes and TSP with Crevice Deposits
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Leak Rates(Dam pierre-1 Data) from 20 mil Diameter Hole with Packed Crevice
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Figure 4-2
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~~Nap,afSiipport>lid'enter

Region Top Region

Continuation of the SEM micrograph montage of the support plate
crevice deposits in Assembly B at 120'. Areas for EDS analysis are
indicated.

Figure 4-3
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Bottom Region Center Region

SEM micrograph montage of the lower portion of the support plate
crevice region deposits in Assembly B at 300'. Areas for EDS
analysis are indicated.

Figure 4-4
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a) Top Half b) Bottom Half Mag. 25X

Metallographic cross section of Dampierre Tube B showing the
crevice Beposite morphology at 120'. Tube was not cleaned.

Figure 4-5
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a) Top Half b) Bottom Half Mag. 25X

Metallographic cross section of Dampierre Tube A showing the
crevice deposite morphology at 0 . Tube was cleaned.

Figure 4-6
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5.0 THERM'ALHYDRAULICMODELING

A postulated, steam line break (SLB) event results in blowdown of steam and water.
The Quid blowdown leads to depressurization of the secondary side. Pressure drops
develop and exert hydraulic loads on the tube support plates (TSPs). These
hydraulic loads were determined for the Model 51 steam generator using the
TEQ&lZ'LOand RELAP5(MOD3.2) computer codes. The analysis methodology
applied. for the TSP hydraulic loads in this report is the same as applied for prior
Model D4 load analyses in WCAP-14273 (Reference 5). This commonality in
methodology includes the use of the TELOS'LO and. RELAP5 codes and the
uncertainty analyses used to develop uncertainty adjustment factors for application
to the loads used in TSP displacement analyses.

The TRANFLO evaluations were completed erst and included the more
comprehensive case studies and the basis for determination of uncertainty
adjustment factors. The RELAP5 evaluations included a more limited number of
cases. Three cases with integral Qow restrictors were made for comparison with
the TRANIU0 results. Two additional cases evaluated the TSP loads without
integral Qow restrictors. The methodology for the TEUQVLO hydraulic modeling
willbe described in detail Grst. This modeling was followed. closely in the
development of the RELAP5 model.

5.1 TIUNFLO Code Description

The TfUQVFLO Code (Reference 6) uses an elemental control volume approach to
calculate the thermal and hydraulic characteristics of a steam and. water system
undergoing rapid transients. Fluid conditions may be subcooled, two-phase or
superheated,. The code considers Quid Qow as one-dimensional, It predicts the
mass Qow rate, pressure, pressure drop, Quid temperature, steam quality and void
fraction.

Control volumes simulate the geometrical model, and Qow connectors allow mass
and energy exchange between control volumes. Each nodal volume has mass and
energy that are uniform throughout the volume. Flow connectors account for Qow
and pressure drops. The system model allows for Qow entering or leaving any
control volume. This then allows that feedwater Qows into the steam generator
and steam Qows out of it. The system models also permit a heat source, which
then can simulate the tube bundle with hot primary water Qow.

TRANFLO solves for system conditions by satisfying mass, momentum and, energy
equations for all control volumes. It models the effects of two-phase Qows on
pressure losses. The code allows a variety of heat transfer correlations for the tube
bundle. It covers all regimes from forced convection to subcooled liquid through
boiling and forced convection to steam.
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5.2 Model 51 TRANFLO Models

The TRANFLO computer model for Model 51 steam generator is composed of a
network of nodes and connectors that represent the secondary side Quid, tube metal
heat transfer and primary coolant. Figure 5-1 shows the nodal layout of the
secondary side of the Model 51 steam generator. Figures 5-2 and 5-8 present the
nodal network of the secondary Quid, primary Quid and tube metal. The
computational model consists of the following elements:

1. 22 nod,es (i.e., No's. 17 through 88) for secondary Quid.
2. 28 Quid connectors (i.e., No's. 18 through 45) for secondary Quid.
3. 16 nodes (i.e., No's. 1 through 16) for primary coolant.
4. 17 Quid connectors (i.e., No's. 1 through 17) for primary coolant.
5. 16 heat transfer nodes (i,e., No's. 1 through 16) for tubes.
6. 32 heat transfer connectors (i.e., No's, 1 through 82) &om primary to

secondary Quid.

For a postulated SLB event, the above model considers a break just outside the
steam outlet nozzle or, as a minimum, downstream of the Qow limiter. However,
the break may be further downstream, outside the containment building. Figure
5-4 illustrates such a model; it has three additional nodes and three more flow
connectors to simulate the steam line from the steam nozzle to the containment.
For this analyses, a typical Model 51 plant steam line length is applied, 120 feet
with three elbow turns.

5.8 Calculation of,TSP Pressure Drop &om Dynamic Analysis

It can be shown that the force on an oriGce plate (or a TSP) resulting Rom the
transient, blowdown-type Qow of a compressible Quid in a pipe can be calculated
from a form loss. The ori6ce pressure drop is equal to a loss coeKcient times the
Quid dynamic head. The TE4QV'LO code is a proven code for dynamic analysis of
two-phase blowdown Qow resulting from a SLB event, The hydraulic loads on the
TSPs as calculated by the TKVGU0 code or any other alternate code are based on
the form loss of pressure through the TSP.

In the tube bundle area, the space between support plates forms a Quid node
(Figure 5-1). Flow connectors link the adjacent nodes (Figure 5-8). Pressure drops
through support plates or baQles are calculated. by the code for each Qow connector,
which includes a plate.. The whole length of the Qow connector is long compared to
the thin plate of less than an inch. For example, Qow connector 84 links node 25 to
node 24, has an overall length of 68 inches, and includes TSP 7, as well as part of
the Node 24 & 25 Quid spaces above and below it. Node 24 is the U-bend and the
space below the inlet of riser barrels. Node 25 encompasses the region between
TSP6 & 7.

The pressure drop through TSP 7 is calculated as part of Qow connector 84.
TRANFLO modeling allows connectors to be broken up into segments. The center
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segment of this connector includes only the thidmess corresponding to TSP 7. The
Quid spaces above and. below TSP 7, also part of connector 34 are included in
separate segments. This segmenting permits calculation of the pure form loss
pressure drop across TSP 7, separating it from the acceleration and static head
terms applicable to the Quid spaces above and below the plate.

5.4 Model 51 SG Operating Conditions

For the TAG'LO evaluations, SLB events Rom both fullpower and. hot standby
initial conditions were considered. Design operating conditions at fullpower,
corresponding to a higher loaded 8-loop plant, were used in the TRANFLO
analyses. These conditions are as follows:

Thermal Power
Thermal Design Flow
Primary Inlet Temperature
Primary Operating Pressure
Feedwater Temperature
Steam Pressure
Circulation Ratio
Water Level (above tubesheet)

886.67 Megawatts
88,500 gpm
613.7'F
2250 psia
437.3'F
798 psia
6.1
506 inches

The steam temperature at hot standby is 547'F and the water level is 490.5 inches
above the top of the tube sheet.

Differences between operating conditions at plants with Model 51 SGs would have
a second order effect on the SLB hydraulic TSP loads and negligible inQuence on
the loads compared to the uncertainty factors applied to the loads (See Section 6.6).
Thus the loads developed in this report can be applied as generic Model 51 SG
loading conditions.

5.5 TSP Pressure Drop Data

Laboratory tests were made to correlate the loss coeKcient through a tube support
plate. The support plate loss coeKcient measurement tests simulated tube bundle/
support plate geometry and were used to develop a generic correlation applicable to
all steam generator models, including the Model 61. Figure 5-5 shows the test data
and correlation of the loss coeKcient for determining the pressure drop through a
TSP. The correlation constant ranges from 0.8 to 1.4, and its best estimate is 1.1.
This correlation is used wherever support plate pressure drops must be calculated.
as a function of local Qow conditions. It has been incorporated in the GEN codes, a
steam generator performance codes which calculate steady state TSP pressure
drops and are used. for setting initial conditions for transient codes. The support
plate loads developed in the present analyses are calculated, from the support plate
pressure drops calculated by the transient codes which are dependent on the input
TSP loss coeKcient.
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5.6 Acoustic Pressure Wave Considerations

Acoustic pressure can af'feet the Quid Qow through the tube bundle and thus the
pressure drop through the TSP, ifit is significant inside the steam generator, in
particular, in the tube bundle. The steam line break can generate a
depressurization wave into the steam generator. Because of hardware elements
inside the steam generator, this decompression wave willreflect and not be
transmitted into the tube bundle. The tortuous path from the steam nozzle to the
tube bundle (see Figure 5-1) weakens the penetration of the wave into the tube
bundle. In addition, since the secondary side is two-phase, there is ample

~ compressibility of the mixture and the speed of sound, is significantly reduced. The
secondary side wiQ respond to the depressurization by flashing of the two-phase
~ixture to a higher void &action. The pressure drops that willoccur willbe due
mainly to the two-phase Qow acceleration, friction and form loss of hydraulic
motion.

Ifthe steam generator is in a hot standby condition when the break occurs, the
vapor space above the water level would provide compressibility for the Qow. Also,
as the secondary side begins to depressurize, vapor forms within the hot liquid due
to flashing, which willalso provide additional compressibility to the mixture.

The TKQV'LO code uses the complete transient mass, momentum and energy
conservation equations; the acoustic propagation of pressure waves through steam
or water occurs naturally within the solution obtained &om these equations.
Results obtained from the TIVE'LOcode have been tested against analytical
results of acoustic phenomena. Their comparison has demonstrated that the
TE&NFLO code has the capability to simulate the acoustic effect. Its simulation
for a steam line break depressurization would, be able to calculate the effect of a
depressurization wave initiated at the steam nozzle, ifnot negligible. A smaller
time increment would be appropriate to properly simulate the acoustic effect.
However, a finer nodalization than that shown in Figure 5-1 may be needed to
adequately analyze the acoustic effect by the TKQV'LOcode.

5.7 Balance of Plant Modeling

A postulated steam line break could take place in any operating mode of the plant;
it could occur at any location along -the steam line, and the size of the break could.
be double ended (i.e., guillotine) or limited. These variables all lead. to different
blowdown Qow rates and two-phase motion inside the steam generator. Therefore,
they all result in different hydraulic loads on the tube support plates. For example,
a dynamic'transient initiated Rom fullpower operation is diferent from that
initiated kom hot standby. A guillotine break willhave higher blowdown Qow than
a limited break,
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A complete assessment of these variables requires a parametric study. This
assessment is given in Section 6; it covers reference cases, best estimates and a
sensitivity study for the above variables in plant conditions, as well as for the TSP
pressure drop.

5.8 RELAP5MOD8.2 Code Description

The RELAP5 Code is an advanced thermal-hydraulic code which has been used as
a tool to analyze transients for light water reactor systems. MOD8 is the third
major variant of the code and MOD8.2 is the latest revision of that variant.

The RELAP5MOD8.2 Code equation set provides a two-Quid, non-equilibrium
system simulation. The six equation set, continuity, momentum and energy
equations for each phase, is used to solve for the dependent variables. These
variables include local pressure and for each phase, specific internal energy, void.
fraction and velocity. Constitutive models represent the interphase drag and mass
transfer, Qow regimes in vertical and horizontal Qow, and wall friction.

5.9 Model 51 RELAP5 Models

As for TKQK'LO, two Quid regions are modeled in RELAP5, steam generator
primary side and steam generator secondary side. Heat slabs are used to model
the heat transfer between primary and secondary Quids.

Seconda Side Model
Nodalization for the RELAP5 model of the secondary side of the Model 51 S/G
follows the TEbQQ'LO model closely. Figure 5-1 willbe seen to represent the
general arrangement of nodes and node numbers in the RELAP5 model with a few
exceptions which willbe noted. The nodalization for the RELAP5 secondary side
model is pictured in Figure 5-6. The elements which compose this model and their
description are listed in Table 5-1.

Components 2 and 30 represent the tube bundle and tube bundle entrance
respectively. These two components are represented by nodes 24-81 in the
TIVE'LOarrangement pictured in Figure 5-1. In the RELAP5 model, component
2 consists of 80 volumes and 29 junctions, while component 80 has one volume and.
2 junctions. The arrangement of these volumes and junctions is pictured
schematically in Figure 5-7 with the elevations noted.

Other diEerences between the TIK1G'LO and RELAP5 models are minor. In the
RELAP5 model the downcomer has been incorporated. into a single component, 85,
combining nodes 85 and 87 in the TKQK'LOmodel. The region outside the
primary separators, 88 in the TK&TF'LOmodel, has been broken into two
components, 38 and 58 for the RELAP5 modeling.
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Prima Side Model
Figure 5-8 is a schematic representation of the primary side model. The model
includes of the following elements:

1 pipe component consisting of 60 volumes and 59 junctions
2 time dependent volume components, 100 and, 101

For heat transfer between the primary and secondary fluids, there are 60 heat
slabs. Each heat slab connects a primary side volume to a secondary side volume.
The primary coolant Qow through junctions 500 and 501 is assumed constant, 9149
ibm/sec. Primary temperatures and pressures are also kept constant.
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. Table 5-1 REX AP5 Model Elements foe Model 51S/G
Seaaxdaxy Side.

Component ¹ Volumes ¹Junctions

Pipe 80 29

Pipe

19, 22 Separator

21,80, 88, 58 Branch

Branch

17, 18, 20, 28,
82, 86, 88

Single Volume 1

519, 588

518

Single Junction 0

Valve
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Figure 5-1 . TRAM'LOSecondary Sile Nodes anl Tube Support
Plates, Model 51 S/6
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Figure 5-2. TRAIW'LOPrimary Fluid Nodes and Floor Connectors, Metal Heat
~ Nodes and Heat Transfer Connectors, and Secondary Fluid Nodes

Within Tube Bundle (Model 51 S/8)
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Figure 5-3.. TE4QV'LO Secondary Side Fluid Nodes and Flow Connectors, SLB
Just Outside Steam Outlet Nozzle, Model 51 S/8
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Figure 5-4. TKQV'LOSecondary Side Fluid Nodes and Flow Connectors, SLB
Just Outside Containment Building, Model 51 S/6
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Figure 5-5. Tube Support Plate Loss CoeKcient Test Data
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Figure 5-6. RELAP5 Model 51 S/8 Secondary Side Model
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Figure 5-8. RELAP5 Primary Side Model
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6.0 TKQK'LOANALYSES FOR SLB LOADS ON TSPs

6.1 Analysis Plan

The hydraulic loads on the TSPs during a SLB event are calculated with the
TRANFLO computer code as described in Section 5. An extensive set of TE4QV'LO
analyses was performed and the results of these analyses are reported in this
section. The TK&K'LOanalyses include reference analyses for a guillotine SLB
both inside and outside containment at both hot standby and fullpower conditions.
A series of cases were run to assess the sensitivity of the TSP loads to the most
inQuential input parameters including the break size for a limited break, the S/8
water level, the TSP pressure drop loss coeKcient, the S/8 downcomer loss
coefEicient and the Moody discharge coefficient. The results of the sensitivity
analyses are used to define a conservative uncertainty factor which is applied to the
reference analyses pressure drops to obtain a bounding set of loads for the TSP
displacement analyses.

The TED&K'LOanalysis matrix is given in Table 6-1 and. is described below:

Reference Anal ses

The reference analyses, Cases 1 to 4 of Table 6-1, provide the expected TSP loads
for a guillotine steam line break either inside containment at the exit of the S/8
nozzle or at a location just outside of the containment building. In addition to the
break size, the TRANFLO input parameters most inQuential on the TSP loads are
the water level, the TSP loss coefEcients, the downcomer loss coefficients and. the
Moody discharge coeKcient. For the reference analyses, the expected values are
used for the water level and the TSP/downcomer loss coefficients. The Moody
discharge coefficient has been set at its maximum value (most conservative) of 1.0.
The reference analyses thus lead to a moderately conservative representation of the
expected. TSP pressure drops, under hot standby and fullpower conditions, for a
guillotine SLB inside and outside containment.

AllTRANFLO cases were run under the assumption of an integral steam nozzle
Qow restrictor with a throat area of 1.4 ft2. The RELAP5 runs, reported in the
following section, repeated some of the TE4Q4P'LO runs and. also investigated. the
effect of no Qow restrictor on TSP loads.

TRANFLO Sensitivit Anal ses

TRA~'LO sensitivity analyses were performed. to assess the inQuence of the
principal input parameters, individually and. collectively, on the TSP pressure
drops. The more limitinghot standby SLB event was used to determine the TSP
load sensitivity to the break size (guillotine versus 1.5 ft ), water level (expected.
490.5" versus lower uncertainty level of about 478.5"), TSP loss coeKcients
(expected. versus maximum values), downcomer loss coeKcients (expected versus
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minimum values) and the Moody discharge coefficient (maximum 1.0 versus
expected 0.84). These analyses are represented by Cases 51 to 55 in Table 6-1.
From these analyses, it was determined that the reduction in water level, the
increased, TSP loss coefficients and the reduced downcomer loss coefficients resulted,
in an increase in the TSP loads.,

The above three input parameter changes that increase the TSP loads were then
combined, in Cases 61 and 62, with the most limitingS/G guillotine break (with a
Moody discharge coefficient of 1.0) to define a bounding set of loads to develop an
uncertainty adjustment factor for the reference analyses. The uncertainty factor is
a constant factor on the loads obtained to reasonably bound the ratio of the peak
pressure drop for each plate from the combined analyses of Cases 61 and 62 to the
reference analyses of Cases 1 and 2.

R f rence Anal ses with nce ain Ad'ustm n

Cases 61 and 62 combine all the worst case or most limitinginput parameters to
define the combined uncertainty factor for each plate. It is extremely conservative
to combine all the collective worst case input conditions in a single TSP load
analysis. A more realistic bounding analysis would, collectively combine
intermediate (between expected and worst case) values for the input parameters in
a single run, or would combine the resulting TSP loads by the square root of the
sum of squares since all worst case conditions would not be expected to act
simultaneously. However, it is the intent of these analyses to develop a
conservative set of bounding TSP loads, and the results of Cases 61 and 62 are
used to define uncertainty factors. To further simplify the uncertainty factor
approach, a constant uncertainty factor is developed, based on the maximum ratio of
the Case 61 to Case 1 and Case 62 to Case 2 pressure drops. As developed later in
this section, this resulted in a multiplier of 1.5 for all reference case loads.

6.2 Reference Full Power and. Hot Standby Loads

Case 1 is a reference analysis for SLB at hot standby with a guillotine break at the
S/G outlet nozzle. The water level is at the normal setting of 490.5 inches above
the top of the tubesheet, and both TSP and. downcomer loss coefficients are at
nominal values. The Moody discharge coefficient for critical blowdown Qow is set to
be unity. Figure 6-1 shows the hydraulic loads through all seven TSPs. The peak
pressure drops for each TSP, for this and succeeding cases, are tabulated in Table
6-2. Both peak pressure drop values and the values normalized to Case 1 are
presented.

Case 2 is equivalent to Case 1, except the SLB is initiated. from fullpower
operation at a nominal water level of 506 inches. Figure 6-2 shows the hydraulic
loads through all seven TSPs for Case 2. For the fullpower, peak pressure drops
listed in Table 6-2, the initial pressure drop is subtracted from the maximum to
calculate a peak SLB load change.
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Case 8 is identical to Case 1, but the guillotine break at hot standby is outside the
containment building. Figure 6-8 shows the hydraulic loads through all seven
TSPs.

Case 4 is equivalent to Case 8, except it initiates from fullpower operation, not hot
standby. Figure 6-4 shows the hydraulic loads through all seven TSPs.

I

For hot standby, a break at the SG steam outlet nozzle generally yields higher
loads than a break outside containment. This is also true for fullpower operation.
This is expected because of the additional Qow resistance due to extra piping of
about 120 feet and three SO'lbows between the steam outlet nozzle and the
containment penetration.

It is important to note that, hot standby leads to higher loads on the TSPs than full
power operation for all TSPs, except TSP 1. The higher load on TSP 1 for the full
power case is related to Qow split. In the lower tube bundle, Qow splits into
upward and downward directions. For hot standby, the split occurs between TSP 1

and TSP 2, and, for the fullpower operation between TSP 2 and TSP 3. The
downward Qow at TSP 1 is higher for the fullpower case, resulting in a higher
pressure drop. In both cases the pressure drops for TSP 1 are small and willnot
result in large loads.

Once an SLB event begins, it triggers a rapid depressurization, which leads to
water flashing. The rapid water Gashing generates water motion. Fluid velocity
increases with an increase in the amount of water Gashing. A higher water
velocity wiD lead to a larger pressure drop across a TSP. In addition, when Quid
moves in the tube bundle, water wiQ exert a higher pressure drop across the TSP
when compared to steam. Hot standby at zero power provides a solid water pool in
the tube bundle, while power operation generates a steam and water mixture.
Therefore, hot standby yields higher loads than fullpower operation.

6.8 Best Estimate Loads

As stated earlier, the hydraulic load varies with initial and boundary conditions of
a SLB event. The reference cases described above were, as noted, slightly
conservative. The best estimate case (Case 21 of Table 6-1) consists of the
following:

Break outside containment
A limited break size of 1.5 ft~
A nominal water level of 490.5 inches at hot standby
Nominal correlation constant of TSP loss coeKcient
Nominal downcomer loss coefBcient
A Moody discharge coeKcient of 0.84.

For a fullpower operation, a nominal water level is 506 inches.
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A guillotine break of a steam line results in a double-ended break and a break area
of the total pipe cross section. The probability of a guillotine break is extremely
low. In reality, the steam line would leak before breaking, and the break takes
some finite time to open up to its final size. Therefore, the blowdown rate is
limited at the beginning since it depends on the break area. By the time it reaches
its final break size, the system pressure, on which the blowdown Qow rate depends,
is lower. The maximum likelihood of the break size could be less than half of the
pipe cross section.

The TRANF'LO code does not simulate the break size as a function of time during
the break of the steam line. It willtake the final size and apply it to the beginning
of the breaking. Therefore, recognizing such a model and the nature of a
non-guillotine break with gradual opening, we could consider a break size of 1.5 ft,
about one third of the steam line Qow area of 4.6 ft~. Note that the throat area of
the S/6 steam nozzle Qow restrictor is about 1.4 ft~.

TE4Q4H' uses the Moody model for calculation of break (or critical discharge}
Qow. Comparisons with measured, break Qows of pressure vessels have indicated
the need to use a multiplier for the Moody model. The multiplier is less than unity,
depending on the conditions of the two-phase Qow and the geometry to and through
the break. The multiplier can be as low as 0.55 and as high as 0.84.

The Moody model, like many critical Qow models of two-phase Qow discharge,
considers a one-dimensional Qow problem. In reality, it is not one dimensional
Qow. Consideration of two-dimensional Qow demonstrates that a multiplier of
about 0.84 is needed to achieve agreement with measured data. A multiplier of
0.84 is used as a best value for a SLB event.

Figure 6-5 shows pressure drops through TSPs for this best estimate Case 21. As
expected, the best estimate pressure drops are smaller than those of Cases 1 and 3.
The ratios to those of Case 1 range Rom about 0.6 to 0.75, depending on the
individual TSP (see Table 6-2).

6.4 SLB Load Sensitivity Analyses

6.4.1 Break Size

To test the effect of break size, Case 51 was run with a limited break of 1.5 ft at
the exit of the SG steam nozzle. This represents an area of about one-third of the
fullpipe area, 4.6 ft, used in a guillotine break. The pressure drops through
various TSPs are similar to those of Case 1, but smaller, as expected, for a limited
break size. Table 6-2 presents ratios of the peak values of the pressure drops
between Case 51 and Case 1; the peaks are about 10 to 20% smaller for the limited
break than a guillotine break.
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6.4.2 Water Level

A postulated steam line break (SLB) event results in blowdown of steam and water
out of the steam generator. The Quid blowdown depressurizes the secondary side
Quid, causing the Quid to move. Fluid motion leads to pressure drops and
hydraulic loads across the TSPs and. bafQe plates. Depressurization triggers rapid.
water Qashing, mainly across the water level during the early part of the transient.
The rapid water Qashing generates water and, steam motion, and. the closer the
tube support plate is to the water level, the higher the Qow rate and. pressure drop.
For purposes of the sensitivity study, a water level of 478.5," one foot below the
nominal level (490.5"), was chosen.

For the minimum water level, Case 52, the pressure drops through the various
TSPs are similar to those for the reference Case 1. Table 6-2 presents ratios of the
peak value of pressure drops between Case 52 and Case 1. A lower water level
leads to a higher pressure drop for TSPs 1 through 5, while slightly lower pressure
drops result for TSPs 6 and. 7.

6.4.8 TSP Loss CoeKcient

As shown in Figure 5-5, the best value of the correlation constant for the loss
coeKcient correlation is 1.1. Its upper and lower bounds are [ ]o,b

respectively. Reference analyses of Cases 1 to 4 use the best estimate of 1.1. The
upper bound. of 1.4 is applied to assess the sensitivity of the TSP loss coeKcient on
pressure drops. Use of the upper bound of 1.4 leads to higher pressure drops.

For the maximum TSP loss coeKcient, Case 58, the TSP pressure drops are higher
in value, as expected, than for case 1. Table 6-2 presents ratios of peak value of
pressure drops between Case 58 and Case 1; the peaks are about 15 to 80/o higher
for Case 58.

6.4.4 Downcomer Loss CoeKcient

The loss coeKcient of the downcomer consists of friction along the shell and
wrapper, and form loss due to area changes and. Qow turns. The estimate of
friction and form loss for the downcomer is straightforward, as it is within single
phase (water) Qow, and simple geometry; but, it can be subject to uncertainty, too.
Its total drop is only about 0.6 psi during fullpower operation.

For the sensitivity study, a decrease of about 0.3 psi, or a 50/o decrease in the
downcomer pressure loss was considered. This decrease is achieved by a decrease
in the downcomer form loss coeKcient. A decrease in downcomer loss willpromote
more tube bundle Qow toward the tubesheet and. into the downcomer.

For the minimum downcomer loss coeKcient, Case 54, Table 6-2 presents ratios of
peak value of pressure drops between Case 54 and Case 1; the ratios show that
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tube bundle flow is not sensitive to the uncertainty of the downcomer loss
co'eKcient. This is expected because the downcomer loss is very small compared to
the total loss through the whole bundle and separator.

6.4.5 Moody Discharge CoeKcient

Pressure drop increases with an increase in flow rate; and vice versa. A decrease
in break flow generally decreases the tube bundle flow and thus reduces the
pressure drops across the TSPs. AMoody discharge coeKcient of 0.84 reduces
break flow compared to that of a coeKcient of unity.

For the lower, 0.84 Moody discharge coeKcient, Case 55, the pressure drops
through various TSPs are lower. Table 6-2 presents ratios of peak value of
pressure drops between Case 55 and, Case 1; the peaks are up to about 20% smaller
for Case 55 than for Case 1.

6.4.6 Combined Worst Conditions for Hot Standby

Combined worst conditions are given in Table 6-1; they are:

Break at the steam outlet nozzle
A guillotine break
A lower water level of 478.5 inches
An upper bound for correlation constant of TSP loss coeKcient
Minimum downcomer loss coeKcient
A Moody discharge coeKcient of 1.0.

This is Case 61. Figure 6-6 depicts pressure drops through the TSPs. As expected,
they are higher than those of Cases 1 and 3. Their ratios to those of Case 1 range
from about 1.13 to 1.42, depending on the individual TSP (see Table 6-2).

6.4.7 Combined Worst Conditions for Full Power

The combined worst conditions for fullpower, Case 62, are identical to those for hot
standby (see Section 6.5.6, except that water level was reduced by 21 inches from
its nominal value. Figure 6-7 shows pressure drops through the TSPs. As
expected, they are higher than those of Case 2 (see Table 6-2).

6.5 Adjusted Full Power and. Hot Standby Loads

Sensitivity analyses of SLB loads are discussed in detail in Section 6.4. In these
sensitivity studies, uncertainty considerations included water level, TSP loss
coeKcient, downcomer loss coeKcient, Moody discharge coeKcient, break location
and break size. Based, on these studies, the combined, limitingconditions are
developed for hot standby (Case 61, see Table 6-1), and for fullpower (Case 62, see
Table 6-1). Results of Cases 61 and 62 are presented in Table 6-2. This table
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include the reference loads from Cases 1 and 2 for hot standby and. fuD power,
respectively.

An uncertainty adjustment factor of 1.5 on the reference loads for hot standby and
fullpower conditions represents a conservative load adjustment factor that
combines the uncertainties. The 1.5 adjustment factor bounds the uncertainties for
all TSPs except the fullpower condition for TSP 1. TSP I has a very smaQ
pressure drop of 0.12 psi and, thus is more sensitive to the uncertainties. However,
due to the small pressure drop at TSP 1, this plate is not a significant concern for
TSP displacements.

6.6 Conclusions

Considering the above discussion, we can draw the following conclusions.

An SLB at hot standby generates higher pressure drops across tube support
plates than an SLB at fullpower operation. This trend is observed for all TSPs
except TSP 1, which has a very low pressure drop for both hot standby and full
power conditions (see Reference Cases 1 to 4 in Table 6-2).

2. The best estimate case (i.e., Case 21) for a hot standby SLB includes a limited
break outside the containment and a Moody discharge coefficient of 0.84, and
results in 25% to 40% lower pressure drops than the reference hot standby
results of Case 1.

3. Sensitivity studies indicate that 1) a limited break is less severe in pressure
drop than a guillotine break, 2) pressure drop increases with a decrease in
water level, 3) an increase in TSP loss coefficient increases the pressure drop, 4)
a decrease in downcomer loss coefficient has negligible effect on the pressure
drop, and 5) a decrease in Moody discharge coefficient reduces the pressure
drop.

4. Combined worst conditions were constructed Rom the sensitivity study. The
sensitivity study has been applied to develop a bounding uncertainty factor on
the TOM<',LO TSP pressure drops. The resulting uncertainty adjustment
factors of 1.5, applied to the reference hot standby loads of Case 1, bounds the
worst case loads, Case 61.

1
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Table 6-1. TRAM%0Aaalysis Matrix
Analysis Conditions

Operating Condition Break Break
Loc. Size

Reference Analyses

Water TSP
Level Loss

CoeK

DC
Loss

CoeK

Moody
Disch.
CoeK

Reference Hot Standby, SLB at S/G Nozzle

Reference Full Power, SLB at S/G Noszic

S/G"1 Guil. 490.5" Nom. Nom.

506"

Reference Hot Standby, SLB Outside C tainmcnt O.C.O>

Rcfcrencc Full Power, SLB Outside Containmcnt

Beat Estimate Analyses

490.5'06"

21 Best Estimate Hot Standby O.C. 1.5 fts 490.5" Nom. Nom. 0.84

'IRANFLO Sensitivity Analysea

,
51 Hot Standby, Break Area Sensitivity S/G 1.5 ft'90.5 Nom. Nom.
52 Hot Standby, Water Level Sensitivity Guil. 478.5 Nom. Nom.
53 Hot Standby, TSP Loss CocK Sensitivity

54 Hot Standby, Downeomcr Loss CocK Sensitivity

55 Hot Standby, Moody CoeK Sensitivity

490.5" Nom.

Nom. Min.

Nom. 0.84

61 Hot Standby, Combined Worst Case Uncertainties S/G Guil. 478.5" Max.
62 Full Power, Combined Worst Case Unc. 485"

Note: l. S/G break location is at exit of S/G nozzle. O.C. bretdr location is outside containment penetration.
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Table 6-2
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Figure 6-1 Tube Support Plate Pressure Drops, Case 1
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Figure 6-2 Tube Support Plate Pressure Drops, Case 2
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Figure 6-3 Tube Support Plate Pressure Drops, Case 3
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6-4 Tube Support Plate Pressure Drops, Case 4
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Figure 6-5 Tube Support Plate Pressure Drops, Case 21
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Figure 6-6 Tube Support Plate Pressure Drops, Case 61
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Figure 6-7 Tube Support Plate Pressure Drops, Case 62
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7.0 RELAP5 ANALYSES FOR SLB LOADS ON TSPs

7.1 Analysis Plan

The hydraulic loads on the TSPs in a SLB event are calculated with the
RELAP5~OD8.2 computer code as described in Section 5. A set of RELAP5
analyses were performed and the results of these analyses are reported in this
section. The RELAP5 analyses include two runs for comparison with the
TE4&K'LOresults in Section 6. These cases corresponded to initial conditions for
Case 1 of the TRANFLO matrix; they assumed an integral steam nozzle low
restrictor with a 1.4 ft~ throat area. Cases were defined as either "non-equilibrium"
or "equilibrium." For the non-equilibrium case, the potential for non equilibrium
was permitted throughout the model. For the equilibrium case, the potential for
non-equilibrium was limited to the regions outside the tube bundle and the tube
bundle was assumed to be at equilibrium. The remainder of the runs were made
with no integral flow restrictor. The guillotine break at the outlet to the steam
generator nozzle had an area of 4.6 ft . Again, Case 1 initial conditions were run
with the equilibrium and non-equilibrium assumptions. One additional case was
run at Case 61, worst case initial conditions, to confirm the 1.5 uncertainty
multiplier developed from the TRANFLO sensitivity analysis. The RELAP5
analysis matrix is given in Table 7-1.

7.2 Reference Analyses

RELAP5/ TRANFLO Com arison

The small break cases, SBl(non-equilibrium) and SB2(equilibrium) were designed
to repeat Case 1 in the T34QGKO analysis matrix. This case started. from a
typical hot standby condition and the modeled, steam generator had an integral flow
restrictor with a 1.4 ft throat area. The TSP pressure drop traces vs time from the
break are plotted in Figures 7-1(non-equilibrium) and 7-2(equilibrium). The
pressure drop traces for the non-equilibrium case are much more volatile than the
equilibrium case In Figure 7-1, the support plates have been split into odd (Figure
7-la) and even (Figure 7-1b) to improve the clarity of the figure.

In addition to the generally higher volatility, the non-equilibrium case is
characterized. by a single, very large pressure spike starting at 0.88 seconds. This
spike appears to begin at TSP1, immediately followed by an extremely large spike
(0.2 to 8.8 psi) in TSP4 which lasts a single time increment (0.01 sec). The
disturbance then propagates to TSP's 5, 6 and 7. Figure 7-lc shows these pressure
spikes with an expanded, time scale between 0.8 and 0.9 seconds. Since this spike
has no apparent generating mechanism, it is likely a product of the numerical
solution and not a physical phenomena.

The equilibrium case, represented in Figure 7-2, shows pressure drop transient
which are much more quiescent than the non-equilibrium case. The
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equivalent TKVGU0 run, Case 1 represented in Figure 6-1, shows di6erent
transient time dependence, but reaches peaks which are similar to RELAP5. Table
7-2 lists pressure drop peaks for the TRANFLO Case 1 along side the RELAP5
equivalent cases, SB1 and SB2. The peak pressure drop for each TSP is listed.
Case SB1 is listed twice, once including the time interval of the spikes, 0.88 to -.98
seconds and a second time excluding this interval. TRAM'LOexhibits a Qow split
within the bundle, as inicated by the negative pressure drop through TSP 1.
RELAP5 shows pressure drops which are all positive, indicating upflow throught
the bundle. With this upflow, RELAP5 generates higher TSP pressure drops than
TRAM'LOfor the lower support plates.

AllRELAP5 pressure drops presented in this section have been adjusted, to remove
the static head component present in each TSP pressure drop.

RELAP5 Lar e Break Cases ot Standb without Flow Restrictor

The non-equilibrium (LB1) and equilibrium (LB2) cases for the 4.6 ft break,
without a Qow restrictor, are pictured in Figures 7-8 and 7-4, respectively. Again
the non equilibrium case displays higher volatility than the equilibrium case. The
peak pressure drops, however, are similar, reaching 9-10 psi for the 7th TSP.
These peak pressure drops are significantly higher than those for runs assuming a
Qow restrictor. For the latter runs, TSP 7 typically reached a maximum pressure
drop value of less than 3 psi. This result is fullyexpected since the blowdown rate
for the 4.6 ft break is much higher than for the case where a Qow restrictor is
present. The higher blowdown rate results in higher bundle Qow rates and higher
TSP pressure drops. The blowdown rate, in terms of steam generator pressure is
pictured in Figure 7-5.

RELAP5 Lar Break Combined Worst Case ot Standb without Flow Restrictor

The final large break case, LB8, listed in Table 7-1, was run with the worst case
SLB geometry and initial conditions. This run was made to conf'~ the adequacy
of the 1.5 multiplier, applied to the reference case, to cover uncertainties. The key
parameters which increased TSP loads for the TRANFLO analysis were a water
level reduction and an increase in the TSP loss coeKcient. Other parameters
changed during the TRANFLO sensitivity study either had no eQect or were
already at worst case values. The LB8 case duplicates the worst case elements of
TRAM'LO Case 61, including a reduced. water level and TSP loss coefficients at
their maximum values. The downcomer loss coefficient had no eQect on TSP loads.
LB8 is run with a full guillotine break at the outlet nozzle.

Table 7-8 compares peak pressure drops at each tube support plate for two cases,
run LB3 and the reference LB1 case multiplied by the uncertainty factor of 1.5,
developed during the TRANFLO sensitivity study. Both cases are non-equilibrium.
The table shows that the peak pressure drops of the reference case (LB1), when
multiplied by 1.5, bound the peak pressure drops of the worst case (LB8). This
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confirms that the 1.5 uncertainty multiplier willprovide TSP loads that
conservatively bound the loads which would occur for at range of SLB conditions.

7.3 Conclusions

Considering the above discussion, we can draw the following conclusions.

1. RELAP5 and, TRANFLO results for TSP loading, when measured in terms of
peak pressure drops, have similar magnitude. However, RELAP5 pressure
drops are higher than those obtained using TRANFLO. The time dependance
of the transients differ Rom RELAP5 non-equilibrium, to RELAP5 equilibrium,
to TEbQV'LO.

2. The large pressure spikes, occasionally present in non-equilibrium RELAP6
results, are artifacts of the numerical solution. The solutions with the
equilibrium assumption in the tube bundle represent the best methodology for
calculating SLB tube support plate loads.

3. The TSP pressure drops for a large break, without a Qow restrictor are, as
expected, significantly greater than pressure drops with a Qow restrictor in
place. The RELAP5 results with a Qow restrictor are applicable to plants which
have an integral Qow restrictor or have special piping to reduce the likeleyhood
of a steam pipe break between the steam generator and the Qow restrictor. The
larger loads without a Qow restrictor are applicable to a break inside
containment for Model 51 steam generators without integral Qow restrictors.
For these plants, an SLB upstream of the Qow restrictor is part of the design
basis. AD SLB events outside containment, for which containment bypass of
released. radiationi is possible, would have the break downstream of the Qow
restrictor. For this case, the lower loads are applicable.

4. A factor of 1.5, applied to the loads, bounds the uncertainty associated with
defining the input parameters such as the TSP loss coefficient and water level.
RELAP6 and TAGES'LO show similar sensitivity to uncertainties, and the 1.5
factor bounds these uncertainties for both codes.
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Table 7-1. RELAP5 Analysis Matrix
Analysis Conditions

+muting Conditions
(AllHot Stanby)

Reference Analy

The
Bundle
Ertul12

Break
Size
fI

Water
Level

TSP
Loss

CoeK

SBI

LBI

How cstrictor, non~uiiibrium

How ctrictor, cq ilibrium

No flow rtrictor, ~uilibrium
No flow rcrictor, equilibrium

No

Yes

No

Yes

1.4. 490.5" Nom.

4.6

Wont Case Analyses

LB3 No flow rcstrictor, n~uilibrium No 4.6. 478.5" Max.

Table 7-2

SLB Peak TSP Pressure Drops

a,c
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Table 7-3

SLB Bouadiag Peak TSP Pressure Ihmys

Peak TSP Pressure Drop - psi

a,c
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Figure 7-la Tube Support Plate Pressure Drops, Case SB1, 1.4 ft Flow

Restrictor, Non-equilibrium (odd numbered plates)
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Figure 7-1b Tube Support Plate Pressure Drops, Case SB1, 1.4 ft Flow

Restrictor, Non-equilibrium (even numbered. plates}
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Figure 7-1c Tube Support Plate Pressure Drops, Case SB1, 1.4 ft Flow
Restrictor, Non-equilibrium (expanded time scale)
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Figure 7-2 Tube Support Plate Pressure Drops, Case SB2, 1.4 R Flow

Restrictor, Equilibrium
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Figure 7-3 Tube Support Plate Pressure Drops, Case LB1, 4,6
R'rea'rea,

Non-equilibrium
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Figure 7-4 Tube Support Plate Pressure Drops, Case LB2, 4.6 R'reak
Area, Equilibrium
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Figure 7-5 SLB Blowdown Rate
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8.0 STRUCTURAL MODELINGFOR TSP DISPLACEMENTS

8.1 General Methodology

Section 8.0 summarizes the structural modeling of the Model 51 tube bundle to
determine plate motions and tube I plate interface forces under steam line break
loads. The analysis involves the preparation of a 90'tube bundle model, consisting
of the seven tube support plates, tierods, channel head, lower shell, wrapper, and.

tubesheet. As a result of the tube I plate contact due to denting and. / or corrosion,
representations are also included in the model for a number of tube groupings.
The interaction between the tubes and tube support plates is modeled using axial
spring elements with an arbitrarily high stiGness value. (The spacers, pipe
segments that fitover the outside of the tierods and vertically position the support
plates, are non-linear members and are accounted for within the dynamics code.)
The WECAN computer code, a general purpose finite element code, is used. to
develop the model. The model is composed mainly of shell elements, with beam
elements used to model the tierods and the tube representations. Using WECAN,
a global substructure is generated for the overall tube bundle, providing mass and.
stiffnesses matrices for prescribed dynamic degrees of freedom. The dynamic
response of the plates is then calculated using the special purpose computer
program, pltdym.

Additional details for various aspects of the structural modeling are provided in
the following sections.

8.2 Component Materials

A specification of component materials is contained in Table 8-1, with the
corresponding material properties summarized in Tables 8-2 through 8-7. The
properties in these tables are taken from the 1965 through 1971 (Winter 71)
editions of the ASME Code, the applicable code editions for Model 51 steam
generators. There is no variation in Young's Modulus, the fundamental structural
property, within these code editions. Values for material density, which is not
specified in the ASME Code, is taken from open literature. It should. be noted.
that although the properties are provided over the temperature range 70'-700'F,
the average temperature during the SLB transient is 530'F. Since temperature
dependent properties cannot be used in substructures, properties for the finite
element model correspond to the values at 530'F. In addition, the material
properties for the tubesheet and tube support plates are modified to account for
the tube penetrations and Qow holes, and to account for added, mass effects of the
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secondary side Quid. Additional details of the material property modi6cations are
provided later in Section 8.5.

8.3 TSP Support System

The TSPs are supported vertically using several support mechanisms. A
schematic of the tube bundle region is shown in Figure 8-1. The TSP are
supported. verticaDy using a central tierod/spacer and four outer tierod/spacers
located. near the edge of the plate. The in-plane support for the TSPs is provided.
by tapered wedges located. around the periphery of each plate. The manner in
which the wedges are welded in place varies for diKerent steam generator models.
For the Model 51 steam generator, the wedges are welded to both the wrapper and.
tube support plate on both top and. bottom surfaces. 's a result of the wedges
being welded to both the TSP and wrapper, the wedges also provide restraint to
vertical motions of the support plates. Finally, there are two bar supports welded
between each TSP and wrapper, located 180'part, A sketch of the wrapper /
wedge / TSP and the wrapper / support bar / TSP interfaces is provided in
Figure 8-2. The angular locations for the wedges and support bars are shown in
Figure 8-3 for TSP 1, and in Figure 8-4 for TSP 2 - 7.

Regarding the tierods and spacers, f

]S,C

'sing the latest revision of the tube bundle drawing, it has been previously
reported for the Model 51 steam generators that the wedges are welded only
to the bottom of the tube support plates, and that they do not provide any
restraint to vertical motion. However, a review of prior drawing revisions
shows that for the units currently in operation, that the wedges are, in fact,
welded, to both the TSP and the wrapper along both top and bottom
surfaces.
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8.4 Finite Element Model

The overall Gnite element model is shown in Figure 8-5. The model includes a
90'egmentof the tube bundle, consisting of the seven tube support plates, tierods,

channel head, lower sheQ, wrapper, tube groups and. tubesheet. Figure 8-6 shows
the model without the beam elements representing the tube groups. With the
exception of the tierods and tube groupings, which are modeled using three-
dimensional beam elements, all of the structural components are modeled using
three dimensional shell elements. The spacers are incorporated in the dynamics
code through sti6nesses that are coupled to the various plate elements when the
corresponding gaps are closed. In modeling the plates, the Qow slots along the
tubelane are modeled explicitly. In terms of material properties, equivalent
properties are speciGed, only in the tubed regions of the plate. Actual plate
properties are used along the tubelane.

In reviewing the locations of the wedges in Figures 8-3 and 8-4, it is apparent that
the orientation of the wedges is not symmetric about the major tube axes. Thus,
for the evaluation of the dynamic loads, two solutions are obtained.. The Grst
assumes the support positions consistent with Quadrants 1 and 3 of the plate (of
Figures 8-3 and 8-4), and. the second solution assumes the support positions
consistent with Quadrants 2 and 4. This is considered. to provide a bounding set
of boundary conditions for evaluating the dynamic solution.

8.5 Revised Material Properties

As noted earlier, the material properties are modiGed to account for the tube holes
in the tubesheet, and both the tube and Qow holes in the TSP. The properties
that are modiGed are Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and the material density.
In the case of the TSPs, the density is additionally modiGed to account for the
added mass of the secondary side Quid.

Youn 's Modulus / Poisson's Ratio
Due to the presence of Qow holes in the TSPs, but not in the tubesheet, separate
formulations are used to modify the material properties. Although different
formulations are used. for the two components, the same methodology is used in
each case. [

]a,c
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]" A summary of the resulting effective plate properties for Young's
Modulus and Poisson's ratio is shown in Table 8-8. The effective elastic constants
are assumed. to apply [Rom the centerline of the first tube row out to the edge of
the plate]'".

Material Densit
There are two aspects to revising the plate density. The first is based on a ratio of
solid plate area to the modeled area. The second aspect corresponds to the plate
moving through and displacing the secondary side Quid, creating an "added mass"
effect. In calculating the added mass, the formulation shown below is used.

m =
pg

A

Ah

I~ = l+ —1-—
where,

pz = Quid density
A, = solid area of plate

Q = Qow area
l = hole length t'plate thickness)

d = hole diameter
b = hole pitch

The resulting added. mass is a direct function of the Quid, density. Because the
dynamic analysis cannot account for the change in Quid density with time, the
analysis uses an average density value for the transient. A summary of the
resulting Quid. and structural masses, together with the resulting effective
densities is provided in Table 8-9.

Note that the density modification for the tubesheet is based solely on an area
ratio of the actual perforated tubesheet to the equivalent solid plate.
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8.6 Tube / Plate Interaction Locations

There are 3388 tubes in the Model 51 steam generator, 1694 in a 90'ector of the
bundle. The 1694 tubes are divided. into 30 tube groups for purposes of
performing the dynamic analysis. Area weighted calculations are performed to
calculate the number of tubes included in each of the 30 tube groups. The location
of each tube group and. the number of tubes each group represents is shown in
Figure 8-V. Each of the tube groups is simulated by a beam element having
cross-sectional properties equal to the number of tubes included in each group. A
summary of the associated beam properties is provided in Table 8-10. It should. be
noted that the tube mass is included in the dynamic simulation of the bundle
response.

8.V Dynamic Degrees of Freedom

In setting up the global substructure, it is necessary to define dynamic degrees of
freedom. In prior analyses to determine the TSP response-under SLB loads,-
which did not consider dented or packed tube to TSP crevices, the dynamic
response of the plates was a combination of various plate frequencies. In these
cases, the dynamic degrees of freedom for the TSPs were determined using two
sets of modal calculations for each of the plates. The first set of calculations
determined plate mode shapes and frequencies using a large number of degrees of
freedom (approximately 120 per plate). The second set of calculations involved.
repeating the modal analysis, using a significantly reduced set of degrees of
freedom (DOF). The reduced DOF were selected to predict all frequencies for a
given plate below V5 hertz to within 10% of the frequencies for the large set of
DOF. For this analysis, however, the dynamic degrees of freedom are selected to
coincide with the locations where the tube / plate interaction occurs. Given the
assumption that all of the tube intersections are dented. or packed, the plates
displace with the tubes, which have a significantly higher axial stiffness than the
out-of-plane stiQness of the plates. Thus, the response of the system is reduced to
the fundamental tube bundle mode .

A system modal analysis was performed and the fundamental response frequency
is f ]"hertz. A plot showing the fundamental mode of response is provided in
Figure 8-8.
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8.8 Displacement Boundary Conditions

The displacement boundary conditions for the substructure generation consist
primarily of prescribing symmetry conditions along the "X" and "Y" axes for each
of the components. For the TSPs, rotations normal to the plate surface are also
constrained, as required by the plate element stiGness representation.

8.9 Integration Time Step / Structural Damping

The dynamic time step used in evaluating the SLB transients is 0.0002 second.
This time step was selected based, on analyses using similar models and loadings
where various time steps were considered, and 0.0002 second was shown to result
in a converged solution. A check run was also made with a time step of
0.0004 second, with the results for the two runs being essentiaQy identical. This
'indicates that the 0.0002 second solution results in a converged solution. The
analysis incorporates structural damping of 4%, which is judged to be a
conservative value for the type of dynamic loading and response being considered.

8.10 Application of Pressure Loads

The SLB pressure loads act on each of the TSPs. To accommodate the variation in
load. from plate to plate, load vectors are prescribed for each of the plates using a
reference load of 1 psi. The reference loads are then scaled during the dynamic
analysis to the actual time-history (transient) loading conditions. Pressure loads
were generated for both a small pipe break and a large pipe break event. Both of
the pipe break events are evaluated as part of this analysis. Additionally, the
thermal hydraulic analysis considered both an "equilibrium" case, and a
"non-equilibrium" case. As discussed in Section 7, only the "equilibrium" set of
loads is considered as part of this analysis.

The transient pressures summarized in Section 7 are relative to the control
volume for the thermal hydraulic analysis.'he area over which the hydraulic
pressure acts corresponds to the area inside the wrapper minus the tube area.
Before applying the pressure time histories to the structural model, they are
scaled. based on a ratio of the plate area in the structural model to the control
volume area in the hydraulic model. In addition, a factor of 1.5, as discussed in
Section 7, has been applied. to the loads to account for uncertainties in the thermal
hydraulic analysis.
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Also included in the pressure time histories predicted by RELAP, is a pressure
load on the plate equivalent to the static head, of the secondary Quid associated
with the control volume height for each plate. The pressure load associated with
the Quid static head. has been removed. from the transient load applied. to the
plates.

Plots of the final pressure time histories, as applied. to each of the plates, is shown
in Figure 8-9 for the small break and in Figure 8-10 for the large break.

8.11 Computer Program p/tdym

The dynamic response of the tube support plates is calculated using the special
purpose computer program pltdym. Computer program pkdym was developed
specifically for evaluating the tube bundle response to a time history pressure
loading. The code has been verified and validated consistent with our internal
procedures for vei~g any special purpose code that is used in the course of
performing a structural analysis. The fundamental building block of the code, the
algorithm for solving the differential equation for displacements, has been used
extensively in other codes, related primarily to tube dynamic response.

In addition to the basic equation solving capability of the code, the following
capabilities have been built into the code;

1. Incorporation of non-linear support interaction. Depending on the steam
generator model, wedges may be welded to interfacing members such that
they wiQ provide resistance to vertical plate motion. The primary function
of the wedges is to provide in-plane alignment of the support plates. The
non-linear support interaction has been programmed. in such a manner that
it can act in either the up or down directions (positive or negative), or can
be incorporated as a linear support that is always active. (This feature
would be used. in cases where the wrapper is not incorporated directly in the
finite element model. Since the wrapper is included in this analysis, it was
not necessary to invoke this feature of the cole.)

2. Incorporation of non-linear plate / spacer interaction. The support system
for the tube support plates is composed of several types. One type of
support is a tierod, / spacer combination. The tierods are solid bars that are
threaded into the tubesheet at the bottom of the tube bundle, run the full
height of the bundle passing through each of the plates, with a nut on the
top surface of the top plate. On the outside of the tierods are cylindrical
spacers that are situated between the support plates that serve to align the
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plates vertically. The plate / spacer interface is non-linear in nature. Thus,
the capability for non-linear plate / spacer interaction has been incorporated
in the code.

3. Ifsufhcient plate displacement and rotation occurs under the applied loads,
it is possible that interaction between the plates and tubes may occur. If
the plate rotates locally such that the top surface of the plate contacts the
tube on one side while the bottom surface of the plate contacts the tube on
the other side, then the tube willbind up in the plate and restrict further
deQection of the plate. The non-linear interaction of the tube and plates has
been incorporated, in the dynamics code.

4

4. In order to account for tube / plate interaction under dented. or packed
crevices, with the potential for "breakaway" Joss of tube / plate interaction),
the code is able to check interaction forces in dynamic elements to
determine ifbreakaway has occurred. Ifthe prescribed interaction forces
are exceeded, then the corresponding degrees of freedom are uncoupled for
the remainder of the transient.

5. In addition to the capability to solve the time history response of the
structure, the code can also solve for an initial set of staticaQy applied
forces.

Separate veri6cation problems have been evaluated. for each of the above features
of the code, as well as the basic equation solving capability of the code.
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TaMe 8-1

Summary of Cauyaneat Materials

a,c
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TaMe 8-2

Sumaaary ofMaterial ~perties
8A-285, Gr. C

Pro ert Code Ed. 70 200

Temperature
300 400 500 600 700

Young's Modulus

CoefBcient ofThermal
Expansion

65- W71

65- W71

27.90 27.70

6.07 6.38 6.60 6.82

27.40 27.00 26.40

7.02

25.70 24.80

7.23 7.41

Density 0.284

7.350

0.283

7.330

0.283

7.315

0.282

7.299

0.281

7.282

0.281

7.264

0.280

7.246

Young's Modulus

Coefficient ofThermal
Expansion

Units
psi x 1.0E06

in/in/deg. F x 1.0E-06

Density b/in~3
lb-sec" 2/in"4 x 1.0E-4
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Tahle 8-5

Summaxy af Matexial Pmperties
8A-216, Gr. WCC

Pro ert Code Ed. 70 200 300

Temperature
400 500 600 700

Young's Modulus 65 - W71 27.90 27.70 27.40 27.00 26.40 25.70 24.80

CoeKcient ofThermal
Expansion

65 - W71 6.07 6.38 6.60 6.82 7.02 7.23 7.41

Density 0.283

7.324

0.282

7.303

0.282

7.287

0.281 0.280

7.269 7.252

0.280

7.234

0.279

7.215

Pro ert
Young's Modulus

Coef5cient ofThermal
Expansion

Units
psi x 1.0E06

in/in/deg. F x 1.0E-06

Density lb/in*3
lb-sec" 2/in*4 x 1.0E-4
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Summary OfMatual Pmperties
SA-533, Grade A Class 1

Pro ert Code Ed. 70 200 300

Tem erature
400 500 600 700

Young's Modulus

Coefficient ofThermal
Expansion

65 - W71 29.90

65 - W71 6.07

29.50

6.38

29.00

6.60

28.60 28.00 27.40

6.82 7.02 7.23

26.60

7.41

Density 0.283

7.324

0.282

7.303

0.282

7.287

0.281 0.280 0.280

7.269 7.252 7.234

0.279

7.215

Pro ert
Young's Modulus

Coefficient ofThermal
Expansion

Units
psi x 1.0E06

in/in/deg. F x 1.0E-06

Density lb/in*3
lb-sec"2/in"4 x 1.0E-4
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Table 8-8

Summary ofEquivalent Hate Pmperties

a,c
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TaMe 8-9

Sumam~ry af EfRc{iveDeasities

a,c
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Table 8-10

Summing af Tube Gmup Parametme

a,c
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a,c

Figure 8-1. Tube Bundle Gentry
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a,c

Hguxe 8-2. Wxapyer / TSP / Wedge Intedhoe
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a,c

Home 8-3. TSP Support Locations
TSP 1
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a,c

Fugue 8-4. TSP Suyport Locations
TSP2- 7
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a,c

I|gure 8-5. Overall Knite Eloquent Model
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a,c

Figure 8-6. finiteElement Model Gecmetry
ghbe Beam Elements Not Shown)
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a,c

Hguxe 8-7. Locatioa ofTube Groups
and Number ofTubes Per Gmup
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a,c

Enure 8-8. Displaaed Gecmetry
Tube Bundle Mode 1 Re~use
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a,c

Hgure 8-9. SLB TSP Pressure Loads
Small Break

Inaxparates Uncertainty Factae af 1.5
Pressure Due to Static Head Reaaoved
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a,c

Hgure 8-10. SLB TSP Pressure Loads
" Large Break

Inaaporates Uncertainty Factor af 1.5,
Pressure Due to Static Head Removed
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9.0 TSP DISPLACEMENTANALYSISRESULTS

9.1 Analysis Approach

Section 9 provides a summary of the TSP displacements and, the tube / TSP
interface forces for the SLB analysis. Results are provided for both the small and
the large break sets of loads. The objective of the time history analysis is to
define the magnitude and distribution of the tube / TSP interface loads.

As part of the dynamic analysis, calculations are also performed to demonstrate
the applicability of the elastic analysis approach in determining the resulting
displacements and interface forces. These calculations consist of showing that the
tubes, which are loaded. through the tube / TSP interface forces, remain elastic
throughout the transient. Calculations are also performed to determine the loads
in the welds joining the wedges and support blocks to the TSP, and the
corresponding stresses.

9.2 Tube / TSP Interaction Force

Since the objective of this analysis is to define the magnitude and. distribution of
the tube / TSP interface loads, it was necessary to have the tube / TSP interaction
remain intact for the duration of the transient. Thus, for this analysis, an
arbitrarily high breakaway force (the force necessary to overcome the tube / TSP
interaction) of 200.0 pounds / tube intersection was specified.

9.3 TSP Displacement Results

A summary of the maximum plate displacements is provided in Table 9-1. Results
are presented for the large (without Qow restrictor) and small (with Qow
restrictor) break events for two sets of boundary conditions. The first corresponds
to the support locations in Quadrants 1 and 3 of Figures 8-3 and 8-4, and the
second set of boundary conditions corresponds to the support locations in
Quadrants 2 and 4 of the same figures. Additionally, two sets of displacement
results are provided in Table 9-1. The upper set of displacements corresponds to
the maximum plate displacement relative to the plate installation position, and
shows that the plates essentially follow the displacement of the tubesheet, as
expected. The lower set of displacements is the relative plate / tubesheet
displacement from the initiation of the transient. In terms of displacement
magnitude, the upper set of displacements is considerably larger than the lower
set. This is also as expected, since the lower set of displacements corresponds to
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stretching of the tubes. Plots showing the relative plate / tubesheet displacement
time history for the large and small breaks for each set of boundary conditions are
provided in Figures 9-1 through 9-4.

9.4 Tube / Plate Interaction Forces

A summary of the maximum tube / plate interaction forces is shown in Table 9-2.
Results are again presented for the large and small breaks for the same two sets
of boundary conditions as for the displacements. The results show that the
support configuration does affect the maximum interface force for the Plates 1
through 5, with a decreasing effect for each higher plate. For Plates 6 and 7, the
maximum interface force is not aGected by the wedge position. Plots showing the
distribution of interface forces among the various tube groups for the large break
set of loads are provided in Figures 9-5 through 9-11 for the support conditions
corresponding to Quadrants 1 and 3. Similar plots for the support conditions for
Quadrants 2 and 4 are provided in Figures 9-12 through 9-18.

The tube to plate interaction forces of Table 9-2 are the maximum SLB forces at
any location of the TSP in the direction to displace the TSP relative to the tube.
Relative TSP displacements would occur ifthese forces exceed the breakaway force
required. to move the plate for dented. and or packed tube to TSP crevices. For the
small break (SLB downstream of the Qow restrictor), the maximum force on the
plate is 30.9 pounds at Quadrants 2 and 4 of TSP 1. For the other TSPs, the
maximum forces range Rom only 8.3 to 20.4 pounds. For the large break
(upstream of the Qow restrictor), the maximum force to displace the plate is
59.6 pounds at the top TSP. These forces are compared with the tube to TSP
forces required. to displace the TSP at a packed crevice (developed in Section 4) in
Section 11.

It can be seen from Figures 9-5 to 9-18 that the tube to TSP interaction forces are
significantly lower than the maximum forces at other locations on the plate. The
maximum force typically occurs near the cutouts in the plate along the tubelane.

9.5 Summary of Stress Results

Since the dynamic analysis is based, on elastic response, calculations were
performed to assure that the tubes and the wedge and support block welds remain
elastic throughout the transient. Referring to the lower set of displacement
results in Table 9-1, the maximum plate displacements correspond, to the
maximum tube elongations that occur at any given plate. The elongations for the
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Quadrant [ ]"support conditions are found to be limitingat each plate
location, These elongations are converted. to axial strains in the tubes, and then
to stresses. A summary of the stresses induced in the tubes from the pressure
drop loads is provided in Table 9-8. The axial stress induced in the tube due to
the primary to secondary pressure drop is 8.2 ksi assuming a primary side
pressure of 2250 psi and 0 psi on the secondary side. The combined stress is
12.2 ksi, compared, to a yield stress for the tubes of 28.58 ksi at a temperature of
580'F. Thus, the tubes remain elastic throughout the transient.

The resulting weld stresses for the two sets of support conditions are summarized
in Tables 9-4 and 9-5 for the large break set of loads. These results show the
welds to also remain elastic.

Overall, these results show that the supporting structures remain elastic during
the SLB event. Based on these results, the use of elastic analysis to calculate the
plate response to the SLB load is concluded to be acceptable.
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Table 9-1

Sxuunmry Of Maximxan Hate Disptacements

a,c
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Table 9-2

Sununaxy ofMaximum Tube / Hate Interface Farces

a,c
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Table 9-3

Summaxy ofTube Stzesses
Large Break

Quadrant 1,8 Support Locations

a,c
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Table 9-4

Summ.uy ofWeld Stresses
Large Break

Quadrant 1,3 Suppoat Locatioos

a,c



TaHe 9-5

Stumnaxy ofWeld Stresses
Large Break

Quadrant 2,4 Suppoat Lomtioos

a,c
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a,c

Fqpum 9-1. Relative Hate / Tuhesheet Disylaaunent Time History
&mallBxcak

Quadrant 1,8 Support Locations
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a,c

I~re 9-2. Relative Hate / Tuhmheet Dic~~xcement Time Histczy
Snmll Break

Quadrant 2,4 Support Locations
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a,c

XTigure 9-3. Relative Hate / Tuhesheet Disylacement Time History
Large Break

Quadrant 1,8 Suppart Locations
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a,c

Rguxe 9-4. ReIative Hate / Ttdmsheet ~ihcen~t Time Histary
Large Break

Quadrant 2,4 Su~mt Loeaticms
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a,c

Figure 9-5. Distribution ofTube I Hate Forces
Large Bxcak - Hate 1

Quadrant 1,3 Support Locations
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a,c

Figure 9-6. Distribution ofTube I Hate Floes
Large Bxcak - Hate 2

Quadrant 1,8 Suppart Locations
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a,c

Figuxe 9-7. Distribution af Tube / Hate Fames
Large Bxcak - Hate 3

Quadraut 1,8 Supyort Locatious
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a,c

Figure 9-8. Distrihutiae ofTube I Hate Fomes
Large Bxcak - Hate 4

Quadrant 1,3 Support Locations
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a,c

figure 9-9. Distzibutiaa ofTube / Hate Forces
Large Break - Hate 5

Quadrant 1,3 Support Locations
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a,c

Figure 9-10. Distxibutioa af Tube / Hate Fomes
Large Break - Hate 6

Quadraut 1,8 Support Locations
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a,c

Figure 9-11. Distribution ofTube / Hate Forces
Large Break - Hate 7

Quadrant 1,8 Support Locations
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a,c

Figure 9-12. Distribution ofTube I Hate Forces
Large Break - Hate 1

Quadraat 2,4 Supyoet Locations
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a,c

Figure 9-13. Distribution af Tube / Hate Forces
Large Break - Hate 2

Quadrant 2,4 Suypoet Locations
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a,c

Figure 9-14. Distribution ofTube I Hate Forces
Large Break - Hate 3

Quadrant 2,4 Support Locations
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a,c

Fqpua 9-15. Distribution ofTube / Hate Forces
Large Break - Hate 4

Quadrant 2,4 Support Locations
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a,c

Xfgure 9-16. Distxibutioa af Tube / Hate Fames
Large Bxcak - Hate 5

Quadrant 2,4 Supyaet Locatioos
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a,c

iguxe 9-17. Distribution ofTube I Hate Forces
Laxge Bxcak - Hate 6

Quadrant 2,4 Support Locations
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a,c

Figure 9-18. Distribution af Tube I Hate Fcams
Large Break - Hate Z

Quadrant 2,4 Supra% Locatians
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10.0 TSP STRESSES UNDER DENTED CONDITIONS

10.1 Introduction

With dented, or packed, tube to TSP crevices, the tube support plates will
experience bending stresses near the wedge and tierod locations when cycling
between fullpower and cold shutdown conditions. Ifit is assumed that the tube
to plate crevices become packed while at fullpower conditions, then the tubes will
impose a downward load on the plates due to differential thermal expansion
effects when cycling between different operating regimes. The most significant
temperature swings occur when cycling between fullpower and cold shutdown.

S

Since the TSP displacement analysis relies on the integrity of the tube support
plates, and on a tight tube I plate interface, calculations have been performed to
determine the degree to which the plates are loaded as a result of the thermal
cychng

The calculations have been performed, using the finite element model developed in
Section 8.0. As for the dynamic analysis, two sets of boundary conditions have
been evaluated. One corresponding to the support locations in Quadrants 1 and 3
of Figures 8-3 and 8-4, and the second corresponding to the support conditions in
Quadrants 2 and 4 of those same figures. In order to maximize the temperature
sects, the calculations were performed assuming hot leg temperature values for
the tubes. A summary of the component temperatures used in performing the
calculations are summarized in Table 10-1.

Since fullpower operation effectively represents the stress-free condition for this
case, it was desirous to have the structure contract &om the fullpower
temperature condition to cold conditions. For purposes of this calculation only,
negative coefficients of thermal expansion were defined for the materials, which
effectively caused a contraction in going Rom cold shutdown to fullpower
conditions. This allowed the proper reference temperature (70'F) to be
maintained, and the proper thermal gradient to be calculated for determining the
differential thermal expansions.

10.2 Analysis Results

A summary of the maximum tube / plate interface forces for the two sets of
boundary conditions are provided in Table 10-2. Plots showing the distribution of
interface forces across the plate are shown in Figures 10-1 through 10-7 for the
first set of boundary conditions, and in Figures 10-8 through 10-14 for the second
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set of boundary conditions. Figures 10-15 and 10-16 show the displaced. geometry
for the two sets of boundary conditions.

These results show that for the majority of the plate, that the tube / plate
interaction forces are very small (on the order of 10 pounds, or less). However,
adjacent to wedges, and to a lesser degree, adjacent to the tierods, there are
significant tube / plate interaction forces. The distribution of interaction force is
consistent with the displaced geometry plots shown in Figures 10-15 and 10-16.

Based on a review of these results, it is concluded, that the present model does not
provide sufhcient detail in the vicinity of the wedge locations to accurately
calculate the plate stresses for the following reasons.

]S,C

2. [

]a,o

In order to more accurately predict the tube / plate interaction and the plate /
wedge interaction, an analysis has been initiated to more rigorously evaluate the
thermal loading condition. Detailed models of the wedge regions willbe developed
that include the tube and. Qow holes, tierod penetrations, and prototypical tube
locations near the edge of the plate.

Use of the detailed. models in the vicinityof the wedges willallow for the
distribution of load to a number of tubes in the vicinityof the wedge to occur. The
detailed, models willalso allow the calculation of the plate stresses in and around
the tube and Qow holes directly, without having to rely on the use of peaking
factors to predict the maximum plate stresses.

In order to determine how large (how many tube pitches) the detailed models need
to be, an analysis was performed that evaluated plate displacement as a function
of the number of tube pitches modeled for a similar type of loading. Figure 10-17
shows a model of a section of a tube support plate which is in integral contact
with the tubes, e.g. dented or packed intersections. Plate symmetry was assumed.
about the "X" and "Y" axes, with the center of the plate at the lower leR corner in
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Figure 10-17. In addition to the symmetry boundary conditions for the plate,
rotations of the outer edges were restrained to simulate the presence of the
remainder of the plate. Allof the tubes were considered fixed at their lower end
(which is outside the limits of Figure 10-17), except for the central tube, where a
200 pound vertical force was applied.

Four different cases were evaluated, decreasing the size of the plate section
modeled with each successive run. Taking into account the plate symmetry, the
plate section shown modeled in Figure 10-17 represents an f ]"tube array.
Each successive run removed one tube pitch (at each end of the model), such that
runs 2, 8, and 4 considered [ ]"tube arrays, respectively.
After applying the 200 pound vertical force, an average vertical displacement was
calculated. around the circumference of the central hole. Summarized in
Table 10-8 is the average displacement of the central hole as a function of the size
of the tube array considered in the model. These results show that an array size
larger than [ ]", or [ ]"pitches Rom the loaded tube, has little stiffening

,
effect on the plate.

As the detailed. plate models are developed, the results of this study willbe used
as a guide in determining the number of tube pitches to include in any given
region. It is expected that, for conservatism, each of the detailed regions will
model [ ]"tube pitches away Rom the plate support location.
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Tahle 10-1

Surrammy af Caxgxment Temperatures
Full Poorer Conditioas

a,c
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Table 10-2

Summauy ofMmimmn Tube / Hate InterExce Forces
Full Power to Cold Shutdown Conditions

a,c
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Summary ofAverage ~8aoement
Versus Tube Array Size

a,c
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a,c

Figmm 10-1. Distribution aE Tube / Hate Fomes
Full Power to CaId Shaxtdcnva - Hate 1

Quadrant 1,3 Support Locations
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a,c

Hgtue 10-2. Distribution ofTube I Hate Forces
Full Power to GM Shutdown - Hate 2

Quadrant 1,3 Suppaat Locations
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a,c

figure 10-8. Distributiou af Tube / Hate Foroes
Full Plower to Coitd Shutc4wn - Hate 8

Quadrant 1,8 Support Locations
P
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a,c

E@~ 10-4. Distribution ofTube / Hate Forces
Pull Power to Cold Shutdown - Hate 4

Quadrant 1,8 Suppart Locations
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a,c

I~xe 10-5. Distribution af Tube / Hate Fames
Full Pawer to CcM Shutdown - Hate 5

Quadrant 1,8 Su~xat Locations
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a,c

Hgure 10-6. Distribution ofTube I Hate Forces
Pull Power to Cold Shutdown - Hate 6

Quadrant 1,3 Supyart Locations
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a,c

Hgma 10-7. Distributiou ofTube / Hate Favoes
Full Power to Cold Shutdowu - Hate 7

Quadrant 1,8 Support; Locations
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Figure 10-8. Distribution ofTube / Hate Fomes
Full Pewer to Co1d Shutctown - Hate 1

Quadrant 2,4 Suppart Locations
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a,c

figure 10-9. Distribution af Tube I Hate Fames
Full Poorer to Cdd Shutcbwn - Hate 2

Quadrant 2,4 Supp(at Locations
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a,c

Enure 10-10. Distribution af Tube I Hate Forces
Full Power to Caitd Shutdown - Hate 3

Quadrant 2,4 Su~xat Locations
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a,c

Hgure 10-11. Distribution ofTube / Hate Fomes
Full Power to Cotd Shutdown - Hate 4

Quadrant 2,4 Supp(at Locations
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a,c

Rguxe 10-12. Distribution af Tube / Hate Forces
Pull Power to Co1d Shutdown - Hate 5

Quadrant 2,4 Supp'ocations
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a,c

Hgure 10-18. Distribution af Tube / Hate Forces
FuH Power to Cold Shutdown - Hate 6

Quadrant 2,4 Support Locations
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a,c

Figure 10-14. Distribution af Tube / Hate Faroes
Full Power to Caid Shutdown - Hate 7

Quadrant 2,4 Supyart Locations
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a,c

Hgtue 10-15. Displaced Geometry Hot
Full Power to Cold Shutdown

Quadrant 1,3 Supyat Locations
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a,c

figure 10-16. Displaced Geuaetzy Hot
Full Pcwver to Cdd Shutdown

Quadrant 2,4 Support Locations
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a,c

Hgure 10-17. Rnite Elemeut Model
Local Hate / Tube Interaction. Model
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1 1.0 ASSESSMENT FOR TSP DISPLACEMENTS WITHDENTED OR PACKED
CREVICES

This section utilizes results developed in the prior sections of this report to develop
conclusions relative to application of limited TSP displacement results for tube
integrity analyses and for future development of alternate repair criteria for
indications at TSP intersections in Model 51 SGs with the presence of some denting.

11.1 Considerations of SLB Location in the Steamline

Some Model 51 SGs have the steamline Qow restrictor integral to the SG steam exit
nozzle and some units have special piping to reduce the likelihood of a steam pipe
break between the SG and the Qow restrictor. For these plants, the design basis SLB
event is a break downstream of the Qow restrictor. Some plants, which do not have
an integral Qow restrictor or special piping, have a SLB upstream of the Qow
restrictor as part of the design basis accident events. Hydraulic loads due to the TSP
pressure drops in a SLB event (Sections 6 and 7) and the TSP force per tube in the
direction to displace the TSP (Sections 9 and 10) have been developed for the break
upstream of the Qow restrictor (large break) and downstream of the flow restrictor
(small break). The larger loads on the TSPs from the break upstream of the Qow
limiter result in a break inside containment while the SLB downstream of the Qow
restrictor, resulting in smaller loads on the TSPs, could result in containment bypass
of released radiation. Thus, the more significant SLB event for concerns relating to,
radiation exposure of the general public is associated with the smaller TSP pressure
drops and greater margins against TSP displacements in a postulated. SLB.

11.2 Assessment of Potential for TSP Displacements in a SLB Event

Hydraulic loads resulting &om the dynamic pressure drop across the TSPs in a SLB
event were developed using both the RELAP5 and TIV&lE'LOcodes. TSP pressure
drops for a SLB at hot standby conditions are found to be more limitingthan a SLB at
hot fullpower conditions. Loads were somewhat higher for the RELAP5 results and
the RELAP5, equilibrium model results are used. for structural analyses to assess the
potential for TSP displacements in a SLB event. Analyses performed with the non-
equilibrium RELAP5 model result in occasional large pressure spikes which are
considered. to be artif'acts of the numerical solution and the equilibrium model
represents the best RELAP5 methodology for calculating SLB TSP pressure drops.
Sensitivity studies were performed, to assess the effects of input uncertainties such as
TSP pressure drop loss coefficients and, water level. Results of the sensitivity studies
indicate that uncertainties on the hydraulic loads can be bounded. by applying a 1.5
factor to the predicted TSP pressure drops. Pressure drops and TSP displacements
were determined for both a SLB downstream of the Qow limiter and upstream of the
Qow limiter to accommodate differences in steamline design features between Model
51 SGs. The hydraulic loads on the TSPs are significantly higher for the SLB
upstream of the flow restrictor than downstream of the flow restrictor, although, as
shown below,,the TSPs would not be displaced in a SLB'vent for either location of
the SLB.
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The axial forces required to displace the TSP relative to the tube for dented and
packed crevices were developed. in Section 4. The SLB loads on the TSP acting to
displace the TSP were developed, in Section 9. This section compares the SLB forces
on the TSP with the tube/TSP forces required for displacement to assess the potential
for TSP displacements in a SLB event.

Table 11-1 provides a comparison of the maximum SLB forces on each TSP with the
forces resisting displacement of the TSP due to the dented and/or packed crevices. It
is seen that the force per tube required at operating temperature conditions to obtain
TSP displacement of 1685 lb without chemical cleaning and 824 lb with chemical
cleaning is much higher than the ~ 60 lb maximum SLB force per tube. These forces
resisting TSP displacement are obtained at the lower 90% confidence level on the
Dampierre-1 force measurements for tube/TSP sections removed Rom a replaced SG.
For the SLB downstream of the Qow restrictor, less than one tube within a group of
tubes in the structural analysis model is necessary to offset the SLB hydraulic load
that is attempting to displace the TSP over the tube group. For the SLB upstream of
the Qow restrictor, less than three tubes in the 85 tube group, even with chemical
cleaning, are necessary to oEset the SLB hydraulic load. Thus, the tube to TSP
contact forces resulting Rom packed crevices are very large compared, to the SLB loads
and TSP displacement would not occur in a SLB event.

The forces required to displace the TSP relative to the tube are based on tubes
removed &om Dampierre-1. Destructive exam of these tube/TSP intersections shows
corrosion of the TSP but no denting. Denting of any tubes in a SG implies TSP
corrosion at essentially all TSP intersections since the chemical environment for TSP
corrosion is not limited to specific tube locations. Thus, it is appropriate to apply the
Dampierre-1 pull force results to a SG with some degree of denting at TSP
intersections.

The range of pull forces for TSP displacement in laboratory tests of specimens with
TSP corrosion, including small dents, is 80 to 4200 lbs. VFith no detectable dent by
bobbin inspection, the pull force was 700 lbs while a range of 80 to 475 lbs was found
for dents < 5 volts. The laboratory specimens are prepared in a few days while the
field crevices are formed and baked at temperature for long periods of time to further
harden the magnetite. Even ifthe laboratory specimen pull forces are conservatively
applied, the SLB loads per intersection of < 60 lbs for a break upstream of the Qow
restrictor are less than the laboratory forces required for TSP displacement.

Stresses in the tubes, welds at the wedges and welds at the TSP support blocks from
the SLB hydraulic loads'are well below yield and the supporting structures remain
elastic in the SLB event. Thus, there are no stress issues for the SLB loads with
"locked" TSPs.

11.8 Considerations of Relative Tube/TSP Displacement and. Plate Stresses Between
Cold. Shutdown and Full Power

As shown in Section 10, the maximum axial loads per TSP intersection are higher for
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the temperature change between fullpower and cold shutdown than the SLB loads.
The maximum loads occur only near the wedge and tierod locations on the TSP and
range &om 55 to 419 lbs per intersection. At tube positions only slightly away &om
the wedges, the forces per intersection are less than 35 lbs and < l lb at the majority
of tube locations away &om axial position restraints. These forces remain less than
the forces resisting displacement at the lower 90% confldence level of 1635 lbs without
chemical cleaning and 824 lbs with chemical cleaning. Therefore, hot operation to cold
shutdown cycling willalso not result in TSP displacement relative to the tube.

Stresses in the TSP &om cold to hot cycles are being developed and this report willbe
updated upon completion of these stress analyses.

11.4 Considerations of SLB Leakage for Dented. and Packed Crevices

SLB leak rates were measured for the packed crevices removed &om Dampierre-1
(based on a drilled. hole in the tube at the center of the TSP) and for laboratory
specimens with fatigue cracks followed by TSP corrosion with some denting. The
results show leak rates < 0.1 liter/hr (0.00044 gpm), or about a factor of 10 reduction
compared to &ee span or open crevice conditions, with no TSP displacement. Leak
rates remain less than 1.0 liter/hr (0.0044 gpm) with displacements up to 0.16 inch.
The drilled hole leak tests are conservative since they provide a flxed leak rate area
while cracks within a packed crevice are restricted &om opening due to the hard.
deposits in the crevice. Leak rates were not significantly affected by chemical
cleaning for displacements up to 0.16 inch. Chemical cleaning of the packed
Dampierre-1 crevices resulted in cleaning of the crevices for about 80 mils &om each
edge of the TSP.

Overall, it is concluded that throughwall cracks with packed. TSP crevices willnot
contribute significantly to SLB leakage. Only throughwall crack lengths outside the
TSP would contribute signiflcantly to SLB leakage. For chemically cleaned crevices,
the throughwall crack length contributing to SLB leakage would be the throughwall
length within 0.1 inch of the edge of the TSP and the throughwall length outside the
TSP.

11.5 Requirements for TSP Integrity

Under dented and/or packed crevice conditions, the TSP constraint against burst is
dependent only on the conditions of the TSP immediately surrounding the indication.
The TSP constraint does not depend on other TSP displacement restraints, such as
tierods or wedges, at one location limitingTSP movement at the indication some
distance away &om the restraint. Similarly, TSP leakage is dependent only on the
packed crevice condition and also does not depend on TSP integrity away &om the
indication. Therefore, TSP constraint and associated tube integrity for indications at
TSP intersections does not depend on overall stiffness or integrity of the TSP.

The TSP will.move with the tube even ifthe TSP is cracked provided there is not a
loss of a section of the TSP surrounding the indication. A loss of a TSP section
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surrounding the indication could permit burst of the indication. Therefore, acceptable
TSP integrity conditions for preventing burst and limiting leakage by precluding the
loss of a TSP section are:

~ (One TSP thru-thickness crack at a tube indication location is acceptable.

Two or more cracks in the TSP are acceptable ifthe adjacent tube or tubes have
only one crack.

11.6 Conclusions

Overall Conclusions

Based on the test and. analysis results given in this report, the following overall
conclusions are developed:

1) Tube integrity analyses should be based upon:

Only the crack length extending outside the TSP contributes to the potential for
tube burst since the TSPs do not displace relative to the tube under accident
conditions.

Only the throughwall crack length outside the TSP contributes to potential SLB
leakage due to the leakage restriction from the packed crevices for throughwall
cracks inside the TSP.

For SGs following chemical cleaning, the throughwall crack length within 0.1
inch of the edge of the.TSP and. the length outside the TSP contribute to
potential SLB leakage due to cleaning of the edges of the crevice during
chemical cleaning.

'or TSP integrity in support of the TSP preventing tube rupture and limiting
leakage, it is only necessary to demonstrate that there is not a loss of a section of
the TSP surrounding the indication. Limitingcracking of the TSP ligament at
the tube indication is acceptable provided the cracking does not permit loss of a
TSP section.

~ For application of this methodology, some denting presence in the SG can be
used as the basis for the TSP corrosion necessary to ensure packed crevices
developing high forces resisting SLB displacement and resulting in negligible
leakage.

Acceptable TSP integrity conditions for preventing burst and limiting leakage by
precluding the loss of a TSP section are: One TSP thru-thickness crack at a tube
indication location is acceptable and two or more cracks in the TSP are
acceptable ifthe adjacent tube or tubes have only one crack.

2) Future development of alternate repair criteria (ARCs) for cracks at packed
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crevices in SGs with some degree of denting should also utilize the same. bases as
described above for tube integrity assessments.

Su ortin Conclusions

The above overall conclusions are based upon the following more detailed conclusions
Rom this report: p,o 7a /%/gd
~ Pull force tests were performed on tube/TSP

Dampierre-1 SGs to determine the axial for
packed, but not dented, TSP crevices. The r

tersections removed from the retired.
required. to displace the TSP with
ults of these tests evaluated at hot

operating temperature conditions at the lower /o confidence level on the
measurements show that axial forces of 1635 lbs for SGs without chemical cleaning
and 824 lbs for SGs with chemical cleaning are required. to displace the TSPs. The
magnitude of these puQ forces are supported by measurements obtained. during
removal of tubes Rom SGs although these force measurements are less direct and
accurate than the Dampierre-1 results. Pull force tests on laboratory specimens
with accelerated TSP corrosion and some denting resulted in breakaway forces of
80 to 4200 lbs. The laboratory tests are highly accelerated. whereas the Geld
crevices are formed and, baked at temperature for long periods of time to further
harden the magnetite in the crevice.

~ Leak rate tests were also performed on the packed tube/TSP cre'vices removed Rom
the Dampierre-1 SGs. Leak rates measured for a throughwall hole driQed in the
tube at the center of the TSP, which would leak at about 90 liters/hr under kee
span conditions, were ( 0.1 liter/hr (0.00044 gpm) with no TSP displacement for a
reduction of about 10 on the leak rate for packed crevice conditions. The leak
rates were essentially independent of displacement for TSP displacements up to
about 0.16 inch and remained less than 1.0 liter/hr at these displacements.
Chemical cleaning of the packed crevices resulted, in cleaning of the crevices for
about 80 mils from each edge of the TSP but had negligible effect on SLB leak
rates. Similarly, laboratory tests on throughwall fatigue cracks followed by TSP
corrosion with some small denting resulted in essentially no leakage at SLB
conditions.

To accommodate differences in the steamline Qow restrictor location between plants
with Model 51 SGs, hydraulic loads for the pressure drops across the TSFs in a
SLB event were performed for steamline breaks both upstream and downstream, of
the Qow restrictor. TSP pressure drops for a SLB at hot standby conditions are
found to be more limiting than a SLB at hot fullpower conditions. The TSP
pressure drops used. for structural analyses are based on RELAP5 analyses using
the equilibrium model of the cod.e. Analyses performed with the non-equilibrium
RELAP5 model result in occasional large pressure spikes which are considered to
be artifacts of the numerical solution and the equilibrium model represents the best
RELAP5 methodology for calculating SLB TSP pressure drops. As would be
expected, the break upstream of the Qow restrictor results in higher TSP pressure
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drops than the break downstream of the Qow restrictor. To conservatively allow for
potential uncertainties in the hydraulic load analyses, a factor of 1.5 is applied to
the calculated, TSP pressure drops as a bounding factor developed Rom sensitivity
of the loads to uncertainties in the hydraulic analyses. It is shown that the TSPs
would not displace in a SLB even for either break location.

~ Dynamic structural analyses to determine the forces acting to displace the TSPs in
a SLB were determined using a detailed. Gnite element model of the SG including
the TSPs and. TSP support conditions. Analyses were performed for the break
downstream of the flow restrictor (small break) and upstream of the Qow limiter
garge break). The TSP axial forces are determined for various locations across the
plate for each TSP elevation. The resulting axial forces on the TSP acting to
displace the plates had maximum values of 80.9 lbs for the break upstream of the
Qow restrictor and 59.6 lbs for the break downstream of the Qow limiter. These
SLB forces on the TSPs are much smaller than the axial forces of 1685 lbs for SGs
without chemical cleaning and 824 lbs for SGs with chemical cleaning required. to
displace the TSP for packed, crevice conditions. The stresses in the tubes, TSPs
and the TSP support welds remain elastic in the SLB event.

~ TSPs in Model 51 SGs with TSP corrosion, as indicated by the presence of some
denting in the SG, willnot displace relative to the tube in a SLB event. This
conclusion applies for a SLB either upstream or downstream of the steamline flow
restrictor.

Structural analyses were also performed. to determine the axial forces between the
tube and TSP as a result of temperature changes between fullpower operating and
cold shutdown conditions. The maximum axial forces were highly localized to near
wedge and tierod locations with maximum forces on each TSP ranging from 55 to
419 lbs. These forces remain less than the forces required to displace the TSPs
with packed crevices and no relative tube to TSP displacement would be expected
between operating and cold shutdown conditions. Stress analyses for the plates
under the cold to hot temperature changes are currently being completed.

~ The TSP willmove with the tube even ifthe TSP ligament between holes is
cracked, provided there is not a loss of a section of the TSP surrounding the
indication. A loss of a TSP section surrounding the indication could. permit burst of
the indication, Therefore, acceptable TSP integrity conditions for preventing burst
and limiting leakage by precluding the loss of a TSP section are: One TSP
ligament thru-thickness crack at a tube indication location is acceptable and two or
more cracks in the TSP ligament are acceptable ifthe adjacent tube or tubes have
only one crack.
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TaMe 11-1.

SLB TSP Forces to
Cause Displacement" )

ofSLB TSP t Forces to Tube/TSP Forces
Resisting Displaoement

Tube to TSP Forces at Operating Temperature Resisting
Displacement

Maximum
Force on

TSP
Ob)

Na Tubes
in Tube
Group FoxeetTube

90% Conf.
gb)

Na Tubes for
Total SLB

Force

Without Chemical Cleaxnng

Force/Tube
90% ConK

gb)

Na %dms for
Total SLB

Foxce~

With Chemical Cleaning

ofHow Restrictor (Small Bxeah)

80.9

2Q.4

17.4

14.5

12.8

18.3

14.0

12(')

12

12

12

85(')

35

1685

1685

1685

1685

1685

0.22

Q.15

0.13

0.11

0.09

0.28

0.84

824

824

824

824

824

824

824

0.45

0.80

0.25

0.21

0.19

0.56

0.59

SLB Upstream ofFlow Restrictor (Laxge Break)

2

84.4

22.5

20.8

28.3

88.7

50.9

59.6

12(s)

12

35(4)

35

1685

1685

1685

1685

1685

1685

1635

0.25

0.17

0.45

0.61

0.83

1.8

824

824

824

824

824

824

824

0.50

0.88

0.88

1.2

1.68

2.2

2.5

Notes:
1. Average force per group of tubes in structural model (Section 9) node acting to displace TSP

relative to the tube. The number of tubes in the group for the given force is tabulated.
2. The force between the tube and TSP resulting from dented and/or packed crevices that is

required to displace the TSP relative to the tube &om Section 4.
8. Number of tubes in the group or structural node adjacent to a wedge where the maximum

force occurs.
4. Number of tubes in the group or structural node adjacent to the plate cutout along the

tubelane where the maximum force occurs.
5. The numbex of tubes is the product of the maximum force per tube on the TSP times the

number of tubes in the group divided by the resistive force/tube.
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